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JOHNS AND WAYGOOD TO FOWLERS
AND WHO’S NEXT?

Johns and Waygood’s factory, later Fowler’s circa 1960s
Jean Huffer

T

he firm known by many
of Trafalgar residents as
‘Johns and Waygood’s’ was
founded by Samuel Perry in S.A.
in 1897, when he set up a forge
and foundry in Adelaide. The
firm went through many changes
of name and function, finally ending in the Trafalgar site, as ‘Webforge’.
It opened in Trafalgar in 1949,
employing about 11 people. It occupied the site of the former McCrorey’s livery stable/garage, and
Roy Robinson’s funeral parlour.
Steel was shipped to it directly
from BHP, carried by train and

delivered by local contractors to
the factory. In its heyday it employed up to 49 locals. It had a direct power line from Hazelwood
Power Station, as it drew so much
power for its operations that it
would have blacked out much of
the town if it were connected to
the local line.
During the 1970s, the Trafalgar factory won several safety
awards – one for 50,000 working
hours without accident, and another for 18 months of accident
free work. It produced steel grate
flooring, much in demand for the
booming mining industry at the

time. It contributed $160,000 a
year towards the town’s economy
in the 1970s on transport, repairs
and parts, beside wages for its
workers. The building had four
extensions over time, to house
new machinery
Change began in 1986 when
Boral took over the company
who switched production to
making guard rails. It was then
sold on to Melwire and the final
owner, Webforge, closed the
business in 1997. The property
was sold to Fowlers in February
1998. They continued their business operations there until 2012

Current cleared Fowler’s site
when the property again came on
the market. It remained unsold
for some time.
In late 2016 demolition of the

Fowler’s building being wrecked November 2016

building commenced and was
completed in February 2017.
Presently the future of the site is
not publicly known.

Summarised from an article
in the Trafalgar and District’s
‘Gazette’No, 78.

Community feedback on library hub

David Wombat Lyons
n the early part of 2016,
the Trafalgar Community
Development Association’s
(TCDA) library working group
surveyed the community on current library usage and on desire
for Trafalgar to progress from
its current service to a community library hub.
Released online and promoted over Facebook, the
survey was also letterboxed to
homes north of the railway and
was available at IGA, The post
office, newsagency and Trafalgar High School. This gave us a
wide range of respondents with
especially wide range of age
representation from childhood
to senior years.
We looked at how often the

I

community used the current
mobile library service, with 80
percent of respondents being
users and 30 percent using the
service at least once a week.
55 percent of respondents also
used other libraries.
It was found that people
used the mobile library for a
wide range services beyond the
traditional loaning of books
with seeking support from staff
at 38 percent and DVD loans
also in that range. 20 percent
of users were seeking internet
services from the library and we
note that the survey was done
before the mobile library had
its free Wi-Fi service fully set up
and the TCDA believe that Wi-Fi
will have increased the number

of visitors who seek internet
from the library service.
In book loans, 31 percent
seeking children’s books, 66
percent seeking fiction, and 70
percent of users were looking
for non-fiction books, we know
that the West Gippsland Regional
Library Corporation have been
going to great efforts to increase
stock rotation over books and
DVDs but the working group
believe Trafalgar library users
would get more range and diversity if a static community library
hub was established.
When we asked if people
found limitations to access to
the mobile library 13 percent responded yes, 40 percent no and
several people selected the other

category with many acknowledging the effort library staff go to so
that accessibility can be offered
to all current users. This was a
very pleasing set of comments
and the staff of the mobile service
should be highly commended.
We asked the community to
imagine the Library Hub was in
place and asked what services
you would use, internet access
was at 60 percent a significant
increase on current usage, 80
percent would be seeking books
and magazines, children’s and
early years programs would support 45 percent but we also offered two other choices that the
TCDA see a community library
hub could support in Trafalgar,
Local history resources get 55

percent support and the return
of Baw Baw Shire customer service to Trafalgar via a library attracted 70 percent support.
It was promising to see that
34 people offered other ideas,
showing that the shire and library corporation would gain
many great ideas when they do
community consultation towards
a community library hub.
So the final and big question
was, how many thought Trafalgar
should have a community library
hub and 3.14 percent said No,
5.56 percent were not sure and
88.10 percent were yes.
The TCDA now needs to continue to advocate to not only our
ward councillors but all councillors of Baw Baw Shire for a com-

munity library Hub to be developed in town.
Desire and need have been
established and the possibilities
for what it can include are diverse but include support to the
historical society and shire customer service.
The TCDA in 2016 met with
Cr Wallace and Cr Kostas on this
topic as well as with local MP
Harriet Shing and the work will
continue in 2017. We hope that
you can join us in this effort,
you may like to email or write to
councillors, attend a meeting or
even just keeping the conversation alive by chatting about what
a community library hub could
be like with your friends and
family.
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I have been thinking about
Sunday as a whole. It stands
as one of the most useless
days of the week for me and
many others. I was raised religious but have converted to
the church of ‘sleeping in’ for
recent years. Yes, Sunday has
become nothing more than a
symbol of Monday oncoming
grind. The day also feature’s
many of the shops you wanted
to visit are closed as well as
public transportation is in
frequent. But I have a new
idea for Sunday to make it
more bearable though. That
is to make all of the year
Sunday’s blocked together
in one long fifty two days
of inactivity that will teach
people to close even longer.
Just some thoughts really.
Jim Grimsley

A letter has been sent to our
state government representatives and the Council seeking
their assistance on this matter.
The aim is to get some
commitment from them to
allow the community to have
some say in the future of the
old school site.
We seek input from everyone on this matter and
thoughts on what it can be
used for.
Subject: Old education department school site
Yarragon is in a very fortunate position due to the closeness of a parcel of land to its
commercial area.
Yarragon has prospered
over the years as a tourist
destination for the Region. It
is ideally located on the Princess Highway at a convenient
distance from Melbourne
and East Gippsland - a place
to stop relax, recharge and
refresh. As with any destination it is critical that we are
evolving, and maintaining our
appeal to the total community – both the local and the
traveller. It is also necessary
for us to be planning for the
future and meeting the needs
and services of our changing
society.

Editor’s note
When submitting letters
to the editor please include full postal address,
email address and contact
number. Your privacy will
be respected, your details
won’t be printed in the
paper.

5 Contingent Street
PO Box 118, Trafalgar, 3824
T: 5633 1455 F: 5633 2250

create a unique development
for the town.
Some ideas that have arisen
are: Larger location for the
CFA station.
 Eco sustainability housing
project.
 Drop point for RVs.
 Parking for long vehicles.
 Future parking for the
commercial area.
 Possible site for a larger
supermarket.
 Community space for the
locals and the travelling
public.
 Self-contained elderly
housing.
Yarragon is growing as
a town and it will need to
plan for the expansion of
services and ensure it continued growth in the tourism
and business areas- we need
to grow our opportunities
in employment with expansion of the towns appeal.
We now seek your support
in the community having a say
in its use and development for
the betterment of the Yarragon
Community.
Michael Fozard

Gravel roads re-sheeting completed

B

Luke G Adrichem CPA
Kevin J Jennings CPA
Lucio G Viggiano CPA

The parcel of land is the
old Yarragon Primary School
site. We are told that portion
of the current site was gifted
to the locals of Yarragon by
the Rollo family for the building of a school for the local
community. The relocation of
the primary school has now
made this parcel of land in
excess of government needs.
The Education department; we
are lead to believe, will put the
land up for sale. We are told
that the Education Department had sought expressions
of interest from other government departments- including
the Baw Baw Shire. Advice
is that there is no interest –
other than the CFA (Yarragon
Brigade). The Education Department will now sell it as a
development site, it will have
to be rezoned and the sold to
the highest bidder.
As an association we have
been requested to seek out
an indication of what the process is in determining the approach of the Department in
it finalising its position on the
said land. An original request
was sent to the shire last year
to keep us informed. Regrettably this was not done.
We also see it is an opportunity for the community to

aw Baw Shire Council
has finalised gravel road
re-sheeting works at 15
locations across the Shire under
its 2016/17 Gravel Re-sheeting
Program.
The re-sheeting works involved reshaping and placing
additional material on more than
28 kilometres of existing gravel
road pavements, which has im-

proved the road surface and
roadside drainage, some of the
locations are:
 Fischers Road, Childers
 Ireland Road, Trafalgar
 Orchard Road, Trafalgar
 Yulungah Road, Trafalgar
 Falls Road, Narracan
 Falls Road Extension, Narracan
Mayor of Baw Baw Shire Joe

Gauci said the program helps to
maintain and improve the condition and safety of unsealed gravel
roads in the shire.
“Unsealed roads require ongoing maintenance to ensure
they continue to remain safe and
useable. This program enables
council to address the unsealed
roads in most need of maintenance each year and provides

for easier and safer travelling by
road users,” said the mayor.
“As part of the asset renewal
program, it contributes to council’s management of over 1,700
kilometres of sealed and unsealed roads.
The $1 million program was
supported by funding from the
federal government’s roads to
recovery program.

Kellie Lazzaro

T

he Federal Transport Minister has promised to work
with his Victorian Government counterparts to improve
Gippsland’s V/Line passenger rail
and coach services, found to be
“the slowest and most unreliable”
in the state.
A Gippsland Rail Needs Study
released in 2016 found that its
trains and buses were “inadequate and service levels poorer in
regard to journey times, reliability
and frequency” in Victoria.

Minister Darren Chester said
that he agreed that public transport in Gippsland is failing to
meet the demands of a modern
society.
Upgrades flagged are:
 Duplication of the Dandenong rail corridor
 Extra platforms at Traralgon
and Morwell stations
 Replacement of Avon River
bridge at Stratford
 New signalling for the Sale to
Bairnsdale service

“It’s acting as a significant
barrier for population growth,”
Mr Chester said.
“Passenger rail and coach
services in Gippsland are not up
to speed. In fact, we’re getting
worse times now than we were
getting 15 years ago.
“I think there’s an opportunity for the state and federal governments to work together on a
much-needed upgrade, both in
the short term and the longer
term.”
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Latrobe City Mayor Kellie
O’Callaghan said rail services
in Gippsland are abysmal compared to other regional Victorian
centres like Ballarat and Bendigo.
“We’re not seeing any improvement in terms of passenger
rail times, we need to be able to
ensure any new business coming
to the area has access to reliable
and efficient rail services,” Cr
O’Callaghan said.
Source: ABC Gippsland

Fiona Mcgill

T

rafalgar residents may be
bracing for summer bill
shock with research revealing that over 680,000 Victorian
households plan to cut back on
spending to afford their summer
energy bill, with 46 per cent saying
the cost of energy will affect how
long they use the air conditioner
this summer.
The Galaxy Research study,
commissioned by iSelect to assess
the attitudes of Australian households towards energy suggests that
almost 1 million Victorian households are concerned about their
upcoming summer energy bill.
Entertainment and dining out
are top of the chopping block for
Victorian households, with 41
per cent planning to tighten their
spending in those areas, while
the research suggests that over
320,000 households even plan to
cut back on groceries.
Laura Crowden, spokesperson for iSelect, said with Trafalgar
residents experiencing another
hot summer, it is likely many local
households will feel the heat when
it comes to their energy bills at the
end of summer.

“Most Trafalgar residents are
prepared for large winter bills
but during the warmer months,
keeping air-conditioners running
around the clock and the extra
energy consumed by kids at home
during the school holidays using
TVs and computers can result in
summer energy bill shock.”
“But if you simply use the airconditioner a bit less, you may
be disappointed to discover that
your energy bill hasn’t decreased
as much as you had hoped when
you receive it in the mail,” Laura
explained.
“This is because for most
households a large portion of
your energy bill is actually made
up of network charges and other
variables not associated with usage.”
The survey also found that
over half of Victorian homes will
rely on opening and closing windows to keep their bills down but
just 14 per cent are planning to
review their energy provider this
summer in search of a better deal.
“While reducing your energy
use and addressing your household budget is important, the easi-

est way for Trafalgar residents to
save money is to make sure you
are on the most cost-effective
plan to begin with.”
“This is because tariff rates
and pay-on-time discounts can
differ significantly from provider
to provider and even from plan
to plan with the same provider,”
said Laura.
Laura recommended Trafalgar residents speak with an energy expert this summer to find
out what options are available to
ease bill pain both over the hottest months and year round.
“There is no one size fits all
solution to rising energy prices
and unfortunately there are thousands of variables when it comes
to selecting the most cost effective energy plan or provider.”
“We’ve all got better things
to do with our time than spend
hours comparing energy plans.
But what can take days to decipher on your own can often be
resolved in a matter of minutes
over the phone with the right
help, meaning you can cross ‘review your energy’ off your to-do
list for 2017!”

Need a home energy assessment?
Ian Southall

T

At BBSN we can advise you how to:
 keep your house cooler
in summer and warmer in
winter
 find insulation gaps
 Find the source of draughts
 Save on water use

he average Victorian
household
spends
$2,800 on energy bills
each year. The Baw Baw Sustainability network (BBSN)
helps reduce that by 40 percent and your savings will
keep going year after year.
BBSN can help you achieve
savings of up to $1,000 every year, while making your
home more comfortable.

‘

 Identify the energy efficiency of your appliances
 Help to save the world’s
resources and
 Reduce your energy bills
For more details contact
bbsn@dcsi.net.au
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He met with Victoria’s Public
Transport Minister, Jacinta Allen,
last month.
Gippsland’s six local councils have developed a 15-year plan
to improve public transport.
A study by the Gippsland Local Government Network recommended a duplication of the Dandenong rail corridor, a $21 million
replacement of the Avon River
Bridge at Stratford and improved
signalling between Sale and Traralgon to improve travel times.

Trafalgar residents brace for summer energy bill shock
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He said prime minister Malcolm Turnbull supported efforts
to improve public transport in
Gippsland.
The closure of the Hazelwood
Power Station in the Latrobe
Valley in March this year had
increased pressure on governments to invest in the region.
Mr Chester said improving
rail and coach services would
allow Gippsland to “start catching up” with the rest of regional
Victoria.
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Canada, the US and the UK.
The best way to improve the outcome for melanoma
and other serious skin cancers is early detection.
Our skin cancer doctors at Warragul Skin Cancer
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catering a speciality

treatment of skin cancer.
Our doctors will provide evidence based skin care
advice and guide you through all the treatment
options available.
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illusion as consultants
and contractors from far
afield wax fat on funds
intended to benefit local
communities.
It will be interesting to
see how much of the Government’s plan for the
region will come from
the people who will be
most affected by changed
economic circumstances
following the closure of
Hazelwood Power Station
and how far the Government is prepared to go in
support of the Australian
Sustainable Hardwoods
mill at Heyfield.
Federal and State
Governments rushed to
Portland to assist ALCOA
recently.
It will be interesting
to learn what the Government has planned for
the region and whether a
productive alliance can
be forged among Baw
Baw, LaTrobe and Wellington Shires to deliver
effective relief to their
communities.

Dear Editor,

F00719

n an interview with
Jon Faine on 20
February, Victorian
Premier Daniel Andrews
indicated there will
be good news for the
Latrobe Valley and wider
Gippsland Region in the
very near future.
Speaking in answer to
Norm, a caller from Traralgon who had raised
the prospect of the closure of Australian Sustainable Hardwood mill
at Heyfield, the Premier
said he would be visiting
the region with exciting
news.
Over the years we have
witnessed our political
leaders parading around
the State in a manner
reminiscent of the Royal
Progresses of Medieval
England. Today they masquerade as out-of-season
Santa Claus’ bearing
gifts,spreading cheer and
goodwill as they move
across the land.
All too often the aftermath of their visit bring
disappointment and dis-

Dear Editor,

F00719

I

Mr Andrews and Councillors,
we’ll be watching you

Gippsland rail funding possible

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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Defibrillator an asset for Men’s shed
Ron Fletcher

M

en’s shed is off to a
good start for the New
Year with two new
members and some very good
donations of power tools, tools
and hardware. New members
are important to the future
of the shed as they bring new
skills, ideas and personalities
and we look forward to getting
to know the new shedders over
the next few weeks.
One of our aims is to have
speakers on men’s health, last
year we had a lady from Alzheimer’s Australia and later
this month a lady is coming to
give those requiring it a hearing
test and to remind members that
a hearing aid performs much
better in the ear than in your
bed side drawer at home. One
of our members Shedder Ian arranged for Michael a paramedic
with Ambulance Victoria to give
a talk and a demonstration on
the use of our defibrillator. This
was an excellent presentation
and had everyone’s attention.
There was a video/role play
showing how to apply Cardio
Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)
prior to the arrival of paramedics in an emergency situation
and Michael also performed
CPR on a dummy in conjunction
with the use of a defibrillator
to reinforce the importance of
learning First Aid.
Our defibrillator will be reg-

istered with Ambulance Victoria
and in case of an emergency our
machine will be available for
any individual in the community
if required. Michael will return
in twelve months time to refresh
our memories on CPR and the
use of our defibrillator and we
look forward to the day. Thank
you again Michael and we recommend this presentation to
other clubs and organisations in
Trafalgar.
Several members were involved in making a bench seat
for the Yarragon Lions Club
which they will present to their
local Kindergarten. The seat re-

mains unpainted and upon enquiring if we were to paint it the
response was; the kids will do
the job. That would be a fun day
at kindy.
A personal project by Shedder Alan is a beauty. The trophy
cabinet is a present for one of
his grandchildren and will become a family treasure well into
the future. You can just imagine
the response from Alan’s other
grandchildren. What about me!
Just a reminder to the blokes
out there we are next to the
swimming pool in McGregor
Park and open from 10am-4pm
Monday and Wednesdays.

T
Above: Bench seat for the Yarragon Lion Club will be
presented to Yarragon Kindergarten. Right: Michael
practising CPR on a dummy

Sue Jacka

O

This year the country is the
Philippines and the theme nominated by the committee there is
‘Am I being unfair to you?’ The
guest speaker will be Angela
Jelisavac, a social work practitioner who works with children
who are suffering the trauma
that arises from abuse and their
families and care givers.
She will give some helpful
strategies to assist a friend or
relative who is going through
tough times. Venue: St Mary’s
Anglican church, 40 Contingent
Street, Trafalgar. All welcome.

Local library promoting early
literacy skills
he West Gippsland Regional Library Corporation
(WGRLC) is participating
in 1000 Books Before School,
the first state-wide program in
Victoria designed to work with
families to promote early literacy
skills and combat the scourge of
adult illiteracy in our communities.
“The ability to read is an essential life skill for everyone, and
a child’s development in the early
years is so important. Through
this reading initiative, public
libraries can empower parents
to be effective first teachers,
and prepare their children for
school,” said Kate Torney, CEO of
State Library Victoria.
The WGRLC is implementing
this early literacy initiative to
engage parents in reading 1000
books with their children from
birth until they begin school.
The campaign calls for families
to provide positive and nurturing early learning experiences
by sharing stories with their children every day.
“The more a child is read to
in their pre-school years, the better prepared they are when they
start to learn how to read and

World day of prayer
n Friday, 3 March at
1.30pm there will be
a gathering to pray for
people across the world. The
World day of prayer has been
operating for generations and is
celebrated annually in over 170
countries on the first Friday in
March.
The movement aims to bring
together women of various races, cultures and traditions in a
yearly common Day of Prayer, as
well as in closer fellowship, understanding and action throughout the year.
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The artist Rowena ‘Apol’
Laxamana-Sta. Rosa is a United
Methodist Church member and
currently resides in Cavite, Philippines. She loves to draw women
as her subject, because it reflects
the struggles of being a woman –
being a mother for her children
and being a wife for her husband.
Painting and sketching is part of
her daily routine.

write. We encourage all families
to join the program at their local
library and begin their reading
journey with their children, and
have lots of fun doing it,” said
WGRLC chairperson councillor
Mikaela Power.
“Public libraries play a vital
role in supporting families with
their children’s early literacy.
We’re delighted that this program encourages parents across
Victoria to read to their kids regularly, and help them to develop
a love of language and reading,”
said Jenny Ruffy, vice president,
Public Libraries Victoria Network.
A child’s brain goes through
an amazing period of development in the pre-school years.
Studies have shown that by age
three, the brain has reached 80
per cent of the adult size. Early
literacy forms the basis for future
learning that can last a lifetime.
Through the 1000 Books Before School program, the WGRLC
will support reader and literacy
development by providing families with a framework and incentives to encourage a reading
habit, and a love of stories in
young children. The program is

designed to encourage reading
and contribute to building confidence in children from birth to
five years and their parents and
caregivers. The program will
complement the corporation’s
existing early years reading and
literacy programs such as story
time and baby rhyme time.
1000 Books Before School is
a joint initiative of State Library
Victoria and Public Libraries Victoria Network.
The WGRLC is one of 200
libraries across Victoria participating in this early literacy campaign. Parents and caregivers
who wish to participate in the
program are welcome to register
at their local library.

Baw Baw principal librarian Kathie Olden (left) and WGRLC CEO Leanne Williams (right) assist Madeleine
(aged 3) officially launch program with a ribbon cutting ceremony

huffer bereavement thank you
Jean Huffer and family
On behalf of myself and my children, I would
like to thank all those who supported us by
attending Laurie’s funeral or sending cards; and
for the many expressions of sympathy we have
had, since his death on 6 January.
I would also like to thank the Trafalgar
community for the many kindnesses shown to

Laurie during his illness, especially Fr. Bernie
Krotwaar and the parishioners of St. John’s, the
Trafalgar Football and Netball club, the girls at
the banks and the staff of the supermarket.
It is a great comfort to know that Laurie
was so well regarded. Please consider this as
personal thanks.

So much more than great results!

Baw Baw Shire Council invites the community
for a third round of consultation about the

Trafalgar Urban Design
Framework
Phase 3 Consultation

What is the Trafalgar
Urban Design
Framework?
The Trafalgar Urban Design Framework
(UDF) seeks to provide a template for how
the town centre will look into the future,
aiming for attractive and walkable streets.
The Trafalgar UDF will help set new
directions for the development of the town
centres and answer questions around what
the town centres will be like, what species
of trees will be incorporated, and where
pedestrian links could be improved.
The recommendations you see here build
on previous community engagement
undertaken back in 2016. From this
consultation, the draft document has
been created and now we are asking the
community; Did we get it right?

Key recommendations include:
1. Activate and enhance the commercial
car park spine through the town centre.
2. Improve pedestrian and vehicle access
to Trafalgar Station from Contingent
Street & highway frontage.
3. Implement design guidelines outlining
preferred development potential for the
future mixed-use precinct.
4. Establish ‘green approaches’ along key
access streets to the town centre.
5. Establish a community corridor
implementing strong pedestrian and
cycle links to each node.
We encourgage you to Have Your Say on
the draft Trafalgar UDF and let us know
what you agree with, what you don’t agree
with and what can be improved.
Visit Council’s website to make a
submission before consultation closes at
5.00pm on Friday 24 March 2017.

SCHOOL TOURS

Want to Have Your Say in
person? Visit the Trafalgar
drop-in session:
Monday 6 March 2017
2.00pm to 8.00pm
Baw Baw Business Centre
107 Princes Hwy, Trafalgar

www.bawbawshire.vic.gov.au/HaveYourSay

TOUR 1 at 1:00 PM or TOUR 2 at 2:00 PM

YEAR 7 2018 AND BEYOND
INFORMATION EVENING

Come and discover what sets St Paul’s
apart from other schools

Tours of the Secondary School 6:00 pm
Information Session 7:00 pm

Applications now open for
2018 Scholarships
– Academic, Sport
and Performing Arts

SATURDAY 25 MARCH

TUESDAY 28 MARCH

APPLICATIONS CLOSE: ACADEMIC AND SPORTS 18 APRIL
PERFORMING ARTS (ROUND 1) 24 APRIL

stpaulsags.vic.edu.au

150 BOWEN STREET, WARRAGUL | 5623 5833

SCHOLARSHIPS
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Police
notes
Senior Constable Brian Dalrymple

I

n the month since the last
report Trafalgar Police
were busy with number of
incidents:
 Police
are
seeking
information in relation to
the theft of flowering plants
from roadside gardens in
Trafalgar; thefts have been
ongoing for some time
and occur when the newly
planted flowers are in full
bloom. The value of the
flowers taken is estimated to
be about $230.00 if you have
any information in relation to
this incident please contact
Leading Senior Constable
Scouller.
 Police
are
seeking
information in relation to
the marking of graffiti on the
walls of the public toilets in
Contingent Street around
the Australia day weekend.
Offenders have tagged the
inside walls of both the
male and disabled toilets.
If you have any information
in relation to this incident
please
contact
Senior

Constable Dalrymple.
 We have seen a slight
decrease in the number
of unlocked cars being
broken into over the last
month however this still
continues to be of concern
to us, this month saw thefts
from vehicles occur in
Vincent Boulevard, Contour
Road and Fernlea Close.
Please lock your cars and
report suspicious activity to
Police.







In the last month Trafalgar
Police have attended:
Eight family violence
incidents
Five theft related incidents
Four thefts from motor
vehicle offences
Two burglaries
One suspicious fire

In addition they have
processed:
 three offenders for breaching bail conditions
 six offenders for various
offences.

Your thoughts on council
required
T
he State Government’s
2017 Community Satisfaction Survey (CSS) on local
government performance will
begin in mid-February and will
run for two to three weeks.
During this time the researchers will call a random
selection of residents until they
receive 400 valid responses. In
some cases the researchers may
ask to speak to someone in the
household of a specific age or
gender to ensure a cross selection of Baw Baw Shire residents
are spoken to.
The survey is being carried
out by JWS research and national
field services on behalf of Local Government Victoria to find
out how residents think council
has performed over the last 12
months.
Mayor of Baw Baw Shire Joe
Gauci said the results of the State
Government survey are a vital
part of our future planning.
“Council provides over a
hundred different services to
our community each year. The
results of the survey help us
to understand whether these
services meet the needs of our
growing community or if there
is room for improvement,” said

the mayor.
“As a new council group it’s
really important that we hear
from the community on how they
feel Council is performing as we
start to set our sights on the future planning of our four year
term.
“If you receive a phone call
over the next few weeks I encourage you to take five to ten
minutes to let us know how
Council has performed over the
past 12 months.
“Aside from the survey, we always encourage the community
to provide us with their feedback
in person, over the phone or in
an email at any time throughout
the year. If there is something
you’re unhappy about or you
have any suggestions, please let
us know so we can make improvements.
“As much as we would like
all residents to complete the survey, if for some reason residents
don’t feel comfortable contributing then they should feel free to
decline,” said the Mayor.
The researchers will comply
with the guidelines of the Australian Communications and
Media Authority, which state that
they can call between 8.30am

and 8.30pm on weekdays and
between 9.00am and 5.30pm
on weekends. They may contact
residents on the ‘do not call’
register as they are carrying out
market research.
This is a legitimate survey
carried out to collect research

for the State Government and
Council. This survey is carried
out across Victoria every year,
with the majority of all Victorian
councils participating.
For any further queries,
please contact the council on
5624 2411.

FUNNY PHOTOS
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6KLUH
Farmers bus trial travelling smoothly

B

aw Baw Shire Council’s volunteer Farmers
Market Bus(FMB) program is approaching
the end of its trial phase with a promising future, having received much positive feedback from
community members utilising the service.
The FMB program has been trialled since 17
September 2016 and works by picking up eligible
residents from their homes and transporting them to
and from the monthly Warragul Farmers Market and
Drouin Produce and Craft Market.
Mayor of Baw Baw Shire Joe Gauci said the trial
program provides an opportunity for residents to attend the popular markets, which may have limited

access to transport and are otherwise not able to attend.
“The FMB program is giving people in our community a chance to visit and enjoy the buzz of the
markets, to get out and about in our beautiful townships and socialise with others, increasing their quality of life”, said the mayor.
“Many residents who use the service often rely on
family members and friends to get to and from these
markets. Now they have an inclusive service where
they can enjoy a new found sense of independence
with other like-minded people.”
The trial program is currently limited to eligible

Apology for
the error

residents in Warragul and Drouin; however at the
completion of the trial, the program will be evaluated
to determine if there is a view to expand the service
to additional markets and clients in other towns.
The mayor also acknowledged the volunteers
who continually give up part of their weekend to
make this service possible.
“This program is another shining example of the
great community spirit that is alive throughout our
shire. There are always people who are happy to lend
their skills and time to others to help make our shire
a better place”, said the mayor.
“Volunteers in Baw Baw are a rare breed, and on

Phil CANTILLON

appointed ‘interim’ CEO

B

aw Baw Shire Council took immediate action to rectify a
service provider error resulting in incorrect delivery of
third instalment notices to some residents using BPAY View.
Acting director corporate and community services Malcolm
Lewis said that a database error occurred which saw 326 of the
third instalment rates notices sent to incorrect email addresses,
with the service provider accepting full responsibility.
“I would like to apologise to the residents affected on behalf
of the service provider for the inconvenience of receiving these
incorrect rates notices.
“We assure the community that the error will not be a cost
that ratepayers have to bear and are confident that this will
not occur a second time,” said Mr. Lewis.
Residents using BPAY view are urged to disregard incorrect notices as the service provider issues the amended notices.
Council officers are continuing to contact each of the affected residents to offer a further explanation and apology
for the error.
Council urges any residents that have received an incorrect notice, or have any concerns about the matter to contact
council on 5624 2411.

B

LEFT: Phil Cantillion, ‘interim’
Chief Executive Officer, Baw
Baw Shire Council

aw Baw Shire Council following a special confidential council meeting has appointed director
community assets Phil Cantillon as interim Chief Executive Officer (CEO) as of Thursday 9 February 2017 until such time as an alternative interim or permanent appointment to this position
is made.
Mr Cantillon joined Baw Baw Shire Council in 2012 as the Director Community Assets,
following a successful career with the Tasmanian Department of Infrastructure, Energy and
Resources, New South Wales Road Traffic Authority, Victorian Road Traffic Authority and
Broadmeadows City Council.
“This is an exciting opportunity and I’m honoured that the Council have chosen me to
step up and lead the organisation through this interim period”, said Mr Cantillon.
Mayor of Baw Baw Shire Joe Gauci welcomed Mr Cantillon to the interim position and
said his many decades of leadership and management within various levels of government
make him an exceptional choice for the interim CEO position.
“With Phil having been with the organisation for almost five years it made sense for us
to appointment him to lead the organisation during this period, as he already holds a lot
of knowledge around the work that we do”, said the mayor.
“We look forward to commencing the recruitment process to appoint a new CEO to
lead the organisation into the future.”
In accordance with council’s procurement policy, manager human resources Andrew
Mifsud has been authorised to work alongside the council to appoint a suitably qualified and
experienced recruitment agency to carry out a recruitment campaign for the permanent role.

Shape the Strategy Beat the
heat
S
E
hire Council is developing a Road Safety Strategy (RSS) as part of its commitment to create friendly and safer roads for all road users
within the region.
The purpose of the RSS is to ensure that the
appropriate framework is in place to effectively
identify and undertake road safety improvements
through current and future projects.
The first stage of the strategy development will
include a public survey of the views and safety concerns of all community members who regularly use
the local roads.
Mayor of Baw Baw Shire Joe Gauci said council
has decided to tackle this problem as a result of
a high number of crashes having occurred in the
shire in the past ten years.
“We can analyse crash data and tap the knowledge of our engineers and the police. However, to
get a better understanding as to why crashes occur,
and where the main problems are, we need feedback from the local community”, said the Mayor.
“Community input will be obtained via a questionnaire. This will help us to identify trouble spots
and get a better appreciation of the conditions and

behalf of council, I’d like to say a huge thank you to
each and everyone involved in this program for the
wonderful work you do for our community.
“There is one market left for the programs trial
period, which is for the Drouin Produce and Craft
Market on Saturday 18 March. We encourage residents who are eligible for the service to contact
council to book in their spot as seats are limited.”
For more information on the volunteer bus program, or any other volunteer opportunities at Baw
Baw Shire Council, go to Volunteering or contact
Council’s Community Volunteer Program Team on
5624 2411.

circumstances encountered by road users.
“The short survey will only take a few minutes
to complete and will give us a better idea of the
profile of road users in the area so that information
programs can be better targeted.

“Typical questions asked include how often do
you drive in the Shire, what safety concerns do you
have, how can council assist drivers, riders, and
pedestrians in feeling safer on the roads, and how
would you like to receive road safety information
material?.
Consultation is open to all Baw Baw Shire residents until 5.00pm on Wednesday 8 March 2017.

xtreme heat can be a killer and it’s
important to be prepared as Victoria braces
for potentially soaring temperatures in the
final weeks of summer.
Mayor of Baw Baw Shire Joe Gauci said “In
the 2009 Victorian heatwave 374 people died and
almost 80 per cent of them were over 65 years of
age. This year, we’re experiencing a hot summer,
and that sadly means more deaths, or illness from
extreme heat.
“Heat exhaustion and heat stroke are serious
conditions occurring when the body’s temperature rises and the internal organs start to shut
down. Symptoms of heat exhaustion range from
muscle cramps, dizziness to nausea, vomiting and
fainting.
“The risk of heat stress is higher for older
people, particularly if they are on medication.
Blood pressure medication, heart medication,
antihistamines, diuretics (water pills), antidepressants and antipsychotics all affect the way the
body reacts to heat.

“There
are
things we can all
do to stay safe in
extreme heat like
drinking at least
two litres of water a day, seeking out air-conditioned buildings,
drawing your blinds to keep the heat out and
taking cool showers.
“We can also keep an eye on people we know
who may be at greater risk of heat exhaustion like
our neighbours who live alone, young children,
or people with a medical condition”, said the
mayor.
The mayor also encourages residents to make
the most of cooler, public spaces if they could not
beat the heat at home.
“For really hot days, if you don’t have air
conditioning, consider visiting a friend who
does an air-conditioned shopping centre or
public library.
“Other possible cool venues include the
Warragul Leisure Centre and Baw Baw’s other
outdoor pools in Drouin, Neerim South, Rawson,
Thorpdale and Trafalgar.
“If you or anyone you know feels unwell on a
hot day call NURSE-ON-CALL on 1300 60 60 24,
or call 000 in an emergency”, said the mayor.
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Getting to know each other

New start at St Joseph’s

By Margaret Darvill

By Trish Mulqueen

S
S

ummer and Term one
means swimming is the
first sport on the calendar
for students at Trafalgar Primary School (TPS).
The start of the year is a
good time for class bonding
exercises, and none more so
for those students in their last
year of primary school. Years
five and six form composite
classes this year at TPS, so all
students trooped down to the
Trafalgar Memorial Pool for
team building exercises such
as an ‘op shop relay’ (changing clothes before changing
over) , paddle board relay, and
a ping pong ball challenge.
Points were awarded for participation and persisting, supporting your team, (the louder
the better) and, of course, for
winning. Congratulations to
Balfour – who, this year, took

out the prize for the loudest
team.
Students from year four –
six were also able to self-nominate for the school’s swimming
trials in February. Swimmers
of all abilities, across all four
strokes, were able to challenge
themselves, and their peers.
Well done to those who
tried, to those who persisted until they completed the
course, and to those who managed personal best times. The
top two swimmers in each age
group and discipline go on to
represent TPS at the upcoming
district swimming carnival.
Thanks to all those parents
who come, not only to support
their children, but also who
volunteer to assist by timekeeping or recording times. Events
such as this would not run as
smoothly without parental support.

Teacher Mr Williams photobombing year six students Emmy, Angel, Beth, Molly, Zara and Hannah

Getting to know the
new principal
C

Expressions of Interest
Directors - Trafalgar & District Financial Services
As well as providing banking services to the Community, the Company
and Branch are committed to returning up to 80% of profits to the
community in the form of sponsorship and grants. The Company is
proud of its achievement in returning over $1 million to the
community in the last 13 years.
Trafalgar & District Financial Services (TDFS) seeks interest from
members of the local community to take up positions of Board Director.
The TDFS is the franchisee of the Trafalgar & District Community
Bank Branch®. In partnership with Bendigo Bank we provide banking
services to the local communities situated in the area ranging from
Thorpdale in the South to Willow Grove and Hill End in the North,
Yarragon and Darnum to the West and Walhalla to the East of
Trafalgar.
We would like to hear from people who have an ability to
understand, a background in, or would like to learn the following:
•
•
•
•

Corporate governance
Financial reporting
Strategic Management
Risk Management

In addition to these technical skills it is equally important that
applicants have a keen interest in ‘community investment’ and we
welcome applicants with a strong connection to their communities.
For further information about the Company please go to the
Directors page on our website www.tdfs.net.au or telephone
Jane Coots on 0438 085 885.

ameron Nicholls comes
to Trafalgar Primary
School from Warragul
Regional College where he has
been assistant principal since
2014, including nine months
as acting college principal.
Mr Nicholls has a teaching
background in Music, having taught in a number of local and metropolitan schools
across the government, catholic and independent sectors
and including both primary
and secondary settings. Most
significantly Cameron spent
ten years at Lowanna College,
where he specialised in clarinet and saxophone and the
teaching of music technology,
including recording and theatrical sound and lighting.
Cameron is a father of four
primary aged children, the eldest eleven and the youngest
six, two sons and two daughters. His wife, Melanie, is also
a local teacher. As a person
born and raised in Moe and
continuing to raise his own
family in Gippsland, Cameron

is passionately committed to
the education of our local
children and the future social
and economic growth of our
region.
He considers himself privileged to have the responsibility of ensuring the successful futures of our youth
as principal of TPS.
Cameron has a long association with the local theatre
scene, having worked with a
number of local theatre companies. He follows the soccer as a Melbourne Victory
supporter and has coached
junior soccer locally. He is

an active member of the local martial arts community
training in Judo, Jujitsu and
Karate.
Cameron would like to
thank the community for
making him feel so welcome
in his first weeks at TPS. He
has enjoyed meeting the students and their families as
they have arrived each morning and throughout the day
in classrooms. He is looking
forward to getting to know
our community and families
a little better and is enthusiastic about the future for students of TPS.

PLUMBING SERVICE P/L
 General Plumbing
 Roofing & Gutter
 New Houses
 Renovations
 Water Re-use
 Gasfitting
 Central Heating

PO Box 264
Trafalgar, 3824
Phone: 5633 1370
Mobile: 0418 515 582
Licence Number 21947

t. Joseph’s Primary in
Trafalgar has welcomed a
new cohort of foundation
students to the school community. The children arrived bright
and early on their first morning,
eagerly anticipating settling into
their classrooms.
The foundation teachers, Katie Balfour and Laura Sanchez
commented on how quickly the
foundation children had settled
into their new environment; the
new Foundation children are
settling in beautifully – it’s like
they have been here before! We
have had such a lovely start to
our school year.
The grade one students have
really stepped up, being leaders
and showing the foundation students what we do at school.
St. Joseph’s school has also
welcomed their new grade five
and six teacher, Cathleen Ryan.
Cathleen joins St. Joseph’s from
Drouin West Primary school,
and is fast becoming an integral
member of the teaching team.

Foundation student Adrien Nardone is all smiles
with his teacher Mrs Laura Sanchez

Miss Cathleen Ryan joins St Joseph

Foundation (prep) level student Scarlett Donald is pictured
with her teacher Mrs Katie Balfour

Book fair booked in
By Jenny Heggart

T

he Trafalgar book fair is
being held on Saturday,
11March from 8am to
6pm. This year the book fair
will be held at the Scout Hall in
Contingent Street Trafalgar. The

fair is being organised by the
1st Trafalgar Scout group. The
funds will be used to help with
the running of the group including activities and equipment for
our youth members and to im-

1st Trafalgar Scout Group

BOOK FAIR
SATURDAY 11TH MARCH
We will be selling heaps of second hand
books from many different genres.
$2 Hardcovers, $1 Paperbacks
and $5 a Bag for selected categories.
ENTRY - GOLD COIN DONATION
SAUSAGE SIZZLE AND COLD DRINKS
WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE
ON THE DAY!!

SCOUT HALL
57 KITCHENER STREET
TRAFALGAR
INQUIRIES - group leader
Tiffany Viney 0407 051 265

DOORS OPEN
8.00 AM UNTIL 6.00 PM

prove the facilities at the Scout
Hall.
There are hundreds and
hundreds of second hand
books. We thank everyone for
their generous donations of
books. However, we are unable
to accept further donations of
books for this year’s book fair.
We would also like to say a
very big thank you to the Bendigo Bank for their very generous $1700 sponsorship of our
Book Fair.
We have a wide range of fiction and non-fiction for both
children and adults. Hardcover
books will cost $2 and paperbacks $1. Bags of books in
selected categories will also be
available for purchase for $5.
Entry is by a gold coin donation. There will also be drinks
and a sausage sizzle. We look
forward to seeing you on the
day.

Thanks to Lions club
Group leader Tiffany Viney was a
guest at the December meeting
of the Lions Club of Trafalgar.
She was very excited when
President Ian Bosma presented
her with a cheque for $1200.
This cheque was given to thank

the group for assistance given
at the Lions club Swap Meet in
November 2016. Leaders and
committee members manned
the canteen at this event.

Busy January
Members of our scout group
also helped at other events during the school holidays. A number of families helped at a working bee at the District Scout
Camp at Caringal, near Erica.
Some of our leaders and
youth members also participated in the flag break ceremony
at the local Australia Day celebrations. Our scout group was
pleased to be invited to take part
in this important community
event.

Vacancies for joeys
and venturers
There are still vacancies in the
joey and venturer sections. Joeys are for children aged six and
seven as well as five year olds
who are attending school.
The venturer section is for
older teenagers aged 14 to 17.
Children and youth in between
these two age groups would
need to be placed on a waiting
list at this stage.

Leader update
Two new assistant leaders have
started this year in the joeys
section. They are Craig Moon
and Alina Thorson. They are
working with joeys leader Brett
Hicks. Brett has also taken on
the additional role of acting district joey leader.
Former helper at joeys,
Phoebe Hicks, has very recently
been invested as an assistant
leader in the scout section. This
is in addition to Tom Beachamp
being invested as an assistant
venturer leader late last year.

Farwell to Emily
Emily Hornby has been a youth
helper at our group in recent years. She first helped in
the cub section, and last year
changed to helping at joeys.
She is unable to continue in
this role as she will be attending Monash University this year.
We thank her for all her help.
She will be greatly missed by the
joeys and the leaders. We wish
her all the best for her future
studies.
Anyone with enquiries about
scouting in Trafalgar may contact our group leader, Tiffany
Viney on 0407 051 265.

Servicing all your electrical needs

AMG ElEctricAl

0402 949 424
Rec 18348

Residential and Commercial specialist
Established 2007
Electrician available 24/7
Phone Andrew for a free quote on your
needed electrical requirements.
Servicing Gippsland and surrounds,
located in Trafalgar.

www.amgelectrical.com.au

Emily Hornby with Trafalgar venturers Emily Wade and Jemma
Viney

Thorpdale

Potato Equipment
for the

Professional Grower

Potato Festival

Fun for the young and young-at-heart

Barbara Butterworth

I

ts only few more days until
the fun of the Thorpdale Potato Festival will begin. The
festival will return on Sunday,
12 March 2017 to the Thorpdale Recreation Reserve in the
beautiful Strzelecki Ranges, West
Gippsland.

Whatever age you are, we
have something for everyone at
the festival. For the active, we
have sack races, a jumping castle, potato decorating and potato
and spoon races (children’s activities are free!). There is also a
petting zoo for the children.

The Spud Challenge is a sight
to see and there is potato picking
and stacking for the hale, healthy
and brawny. The tug-of-war is
back again and we’re looking
forward to seeing some thrills
and spills. ‘Hessians on the
Field’ attracted a huge amount of

interest in 2015 so it’s back. The
photography competition will
continue to bring out the artistic
talents of locals and not-so-local
and for the domesticated in all of
us; we have so much to offer in
the way of potatoes – Team mash
eating competition, cooking

demonstrations and tastings as
well as spuds for sale of course.
For just all-round entertainment, we have dancing displays,
vintage tractors, machinery and
cars, the quick shear competition, sheep dog trials and wood
chop as well as lots of music and

heaps of laughter.
A very special highlight will
be the appearance of Andrew
Taylor who ate only spuds for
over a year and has turned his
life around, not only losing over
50kg in weight but his health and
well-being has benefitted greatly.

RENEWABLE ENERGY
THINK GREEN
Over 25 years
in renewable
energy, Solar,
Wind, Hydro
& Battery
storage

• Award winning
pies, bread and
pastries
• Range of sourdough
potato breads

AVR
•Single and 2 Row Bunker Harvesters
•2 Row Trailed Elevator Harvesters

WE PROUDLY SPONSOR
THE THORPDALE POTATO FESTIVAL

Supporting the Thorpdale
Potato Fesival

• Fully accredited with the CEC.
• Specialising in grid-connect systems,
remote area power systems and hybrid
systems.

Andrew will be speaking during
the day and will also be promoting the sale of his book.
Our market stalls have doubled from 2015, in fact we had
to close bookings off early such
was the interest, so there will be
plenty to see, eat and drink and
they all add to the festive nature
of the day.
Now all we have to do is
watch the Bureau of Meteorology forecasts and don’t believe a
word they say – it will be a sunny
glorious day, about 25o with a
cool breeze when anyone gets a
little warm! Not asking for much
we know.

• Domestic & commercial.
• Fully licensed and registered electrical
contractors.
• Specialising in reducing running costs for
agriculture, farm and dairy systems.
• We cover Gippsland and the Valley.
Contact Trent or Liz on

Mob: 0418

368 213
Ph (03) 5608 0443
www.trentleck.com

Trafalgar Men

and Boys Wear
Est. 1966

Proud sponsors of the Thorpdale Potato Festival!
Suppliers of:
• Concrete mesh and other
reinforcing products
• RHS
• Flats
• Pipe
• Angle

•
•
•
•
•
•

Galvanised retaining wall posts
Purlins and cladding
Farm and speciality gates
Sheet steel cut and folded
General metal fabrication
Mechanical design service

Deliveries available

Call Travis and Gary on 5633 1511
for friendly service and advice

428 South Canal Road, Trafalgar

Proudly supporting the Thorpdale Potato Festival

Fast
Selling

But still taking orders

• Kids High-Vis
Clothing
• Work Polo’s
• Action Back
Overalls
• Cargo Shorts
(03) 5633 1129

16 Contingent Street, Trafalgar
CELEBRATING 30 YEARS IN BUSINESS

VALENTINI
•Rotary Hoes and Power Harrows up to 9 metres
•Stone Burier and Bedformer models available
Talk to us about the range of ASA LIFT VEGETABLE HARVESTERS,
STRUIK AND BASELIER CULTIVATION EQUIPMENT AND
MIEDEMA POTATO PLANTERS AND STORAGE EQUIPMENT
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION TALK TO WAYNE MILLS 0417 945584

Vin Rowe proudly support the Thorpdale Potato Festival
3 ENDEAVOUR STREET
WARRAGUL VIC 3820
PH: (03) 5623 1362
WWW.VINROWE.COM.AU
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Probus ready for a big year ahead
John Attwell
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Snippets of Cenotaph

Diaries of Charlie Heywood

Marjorie O ‘Donnell

ticular about leaving our camps
clean…. We lobbed at Romani
at about 11.a.m. and fed up after
putting our lines down and having watered.
This place is the scene of the battle fought here last August when
Creamy Ford got his “oil”.
The sand is very heavy here and
there are any amount of sand
hills.
The water here is not the best tho
it is alright for horses – it is very
salt. We have a long way to go
to water – it must be close on 2
miles….
There must be a few thousand
men here, as there is camps scattered here and there all over the
place. There is a Camel Transport Corp here and a detail camp
for some imperial Trps.
We are about 4 or 5 miles from
the Coast…..

Betty Kennedy with Probus president Tina Phipps Tom Camp and Debra Beary with Tina

P

robus motto is
‘Fun Friendship
and Fellowship’
and we must be achieving some success because more and more
members are joining in
at meetings and coming along to our trips,
dine outs and functions.
We are also adding new
members which contribute to the growth
and new ideas to make
our club successful.

New member
inducted in
February
President Tina Phipps
inducted our latest
member Doreen Dunstan into the club in

February. Doreen is
the sister of one of our
foundation members
Jean Farmer, and has
moved to Yarragon after
having spent many years
in Launceston. Welcome
Doreen and we hope
you have many years enjoying your time with us.

are around.
They have a number
of villages in Gippsland,
and it was a very insightful talk. It was good for
our members to help
our understanding of
the concept. Well done
Deirdre Crawley for arranging this.

Encore Living
presentation
about Traf’s
retirement village

Caravan/cabins
trip to Lakes
Entrance

We had a good presentation from Tom Camp,
Director and Debra
Beary, property and
sales manager about
how this village works
and the different types of
retirement villages that

We have a number of
members spending a
week at a caravan park
at Lakes in March for
our annual trip to another beautiful spot in
Victoria.
This is our fifth year
and we know there will

be lots of good stories
around the ‘sippers’ get
together after each busy
day.

Cenotaph at Trafalgar RSL

Bus trips to come
In April we are planning
a trip to Emerald to visit
the RSL Memorial Wall
and then May is to Port
Albert Maritime Museum and June is to My
Fair Lady in Melbourne.
Something for everyone.

This is the continuation of Yulungah’s Charlie Heywood Diary. As
we follow him during World War
I through the diaries. He(and the
4th Light Horse) is still located in
the Suez Canal area of Egypt.

Betty Kennedy 10 years in Probus

MARCH 1917

The photo below shows
Betty receiving her Probus pin for achieving 10
years membership. Well
done Betty.

Fri 2nd
Erecting day at RSL

T

r a f a l g a r- T h o r p d a l e
RSL president, Ray
James placed a plaque
in early February at the
original
Cenotaph
site
directly
in
front
of
Trafalgar’s Community Centre,
adjacent to Princes Highway.
The snippets give a
pictorial journey of the
moving of Cenotaph from
Trafalgar Community center
to RSL.

Council News
Meet your East Ward Councillors
Moving day 28 October 2014 of Cenotaph from Trafalgar
community Centre

Wording on plaque
‘Trafalgar Cenotaph
erected on this site
September 1921
& re-located to
Trafalgar RSL on
Tuesday the 28th
of October 2014’

Cr Peter Kostos

0438 570 304
Peter.Kostos@
bawbawshire.vic.gov.au

Cr Darren Wallace

0476 000 053
Darren.Wallace@
bawbawshire.vic.gov.au

Cr Michael Leaney

0476 000 119
Michael.Leaney@
bawbawshire.vic.gov.au

Baw Baw Shire Council appointed Councillor Joe Gauci as Mayor and Councillor Mikaela Power
as Deputy Mayor at a Statutory Council Meeting on Wednesday 9 Novemeber 2016.

Council News

Have Your Say

To keep our community up to date, Baw Baw
Shire Council is now bringing Council News to
you online, on air and in print. For information
and updates about Baw Baw Shire Council,
visit the website or social media channels.

Have Your Say is an opportunity to provide
your thoughts, feelings and ideas on a range
of Council projects and activities. Your
feedback is highly valued and will ultimately
form part of Council’s decision making.

Connect with us on:
facebook.com/bawbawshirecouncil
@bawbawshire
youtube.com/bawbawshirecouncil

Council encourages all residents to visit the
Have Your Say section
on Council’s website to
see what engagement
activities are currently
open for consultation.

www.bawbawshire.vic.gov.au

Festivals Australia applications open
Russell Broadbent

S

enator the Hon Mitch Fifield, Minister for the Arts
and Russell Broadbent,
Member for McMillan have encouraged regional artists and
organisations to apply for the
Festivals Australia program.
The program provides
around $1.2 million each year
for high quality arts and cultural
projects in regional and remote
Australia that support community participation and audience
engagement.
“I encourage organisations
in McMillan to apply for this

100 men from Regt went to
Moascar for Horses and mules
today, there was a long train load
of them and they came from Abbassia, l had a great go with one
mule, the rotten cuss could not
be led at all and he kept pulling
away – at last 5 or 6 of us had
hold of the devil and then he got
away from us, so we gave him
best, he followed us out alright
and when at last we got a bit in
his mouth he was alright…..

Fri 9th
Full marching order parade early, we had great going to get out
on parade in time.
The whole Bgde was formed up
ready for Inspection by about
9.a.m. The 12th. L.H. being
first, then coming the 4th and
11th. L.H.
It was rather an inspiring sight to
see such a large body of mounted
men on parade together.We did
not have long to wait for the Brig,
he and his staff being on the
scene soon after we were formed
up…

Sun 11th
funding to bring a wider range
of cultural events to people in
regional and remote areas,” Mr
Broadbent said.
“Activities can include parades, performances, workshops, installations, or exhibitions held as part of a festival or
a significant one-off community
event.”
“Arts and cultural activities
are an important way to bring
communities together, celebrate
diversity and promote a sense of
community identity,” he said.
“This program helps or-

ganisations to deliver events in
regional and remote areas and
encourages community participation in arts projects outside of
our major cities.”
This competitive grant round
is one of two funding rounds
available each year through the
Department of Communications
and the Arts.
Applications must be submitted by 5pm AEDST on Friday, 24
March.
The guidelines and application form are available at:
arts.gov.au/festivals

As bad a day as l remember,
Church parade was only voluntary on account of the roughness
and only about 10 men out of the
Regt went down, the little Church
is away down by the bank of the
Canal, l was a bad boy and did
not go.
After dinner the weather got
worse than ever and at last our
darned tent could stand the
strain no longer and came tumbling down on top of us, there
was a smattering of rain at the
same time so everything in the
tent was soon in a nice mess.

Sun 25th

Sun 18th
Have not written in my diary for
a wk so have forgotten most of
the events of the past wk.One
important event was Mr Phillips
returning to us after his leave in
Australia….
Mr Phillips had quite an exciting
trip over as in the Indian Ocean
two boats were blown up just
in front of Phillips boat, it appears that a German raider has
got loose and round to the Indian Ocean where it has laid any
amount of mines – which have
been exploded since, - the sea
being swept for mines by Minesweepers. The mine layer l understand has been captured….
We are all looking forward to
trekking up to El Arish very soon.
It is amusing to see all the boys
sewing pockets on their Tunics.
We have been issued with Tunics that have only top pockets
in them. The boys call the new
pockets Sania pockets…..

Tues 20th
Revielle 4.30.a.m. had a rather
cold nights sleep….
At last the Bgde was formed up
and then we had the annoyance
of having to wait there for 2 ½
hrs on account of the other Regts
not having cleaned their lines up
to the satisfaction of some inspecting General .
At last we set off and by this time
it was getting fairly warm, we
marched in column of Troops.
It was quite an inspiring sight to
see the whole Bgde in one long
column, it must have been 2
miles in length….
We travelled along the East bank
of the Canal our first stop was an
hr after we moved off, we halting
at 10 minutes to every hr to give
the horses a little respite slacken
girths and lift off saddles etc. We
reached El-Ferdan for dinner

where we watered before feeding
up – the horses being very thirsty
as they were not watered before
we started and the day was very
hot...
However we reached the vicinity of hill 40. at 9.p.m and then
we had to set to work and water
and a nice job it was – it must
have been 10.p.m by the time we
linked horses and fed. Then we
had to have tea as best we could
in the dark. I was leading a
H.Qrs. horse all day and it was
a good thing for my horse that l
was cos l rode the other horse
all the afternoon and so gave my
good old chap a good spell…..

Thurs 22nd
Revielle 5.15.a.m. moved off the
lines at about 7.a.m we made
a good job of cleaning up the
camp. The Bgde was formed up
and ready for moving off before
8.a.m. We arrived at Hill 70. at
about 11. O’clock after a heavy
mornings travellings, we did
a walk of about ½ a mile and
it was a fair devil, we were all
mighty glad to mount when the
order came along. We crossed
one very swampy place, it taking
the horses all they knew to get
across it.
There was a nice mess up at dinner time, two Regts went straight
to water while we fed up and watered after – the horses had not
had a drink since 4.p.m yesterday so it was quite natural that
they would not eat….
We were pleased to arrive at
Pelesium in daylight, we had the
lines down and had our rations
issued to us before dark…..

Fri 23
Revielle about 5.a.m. fed up and
watered and had brekfast by
6.a.m, busy after that cleaning
up the lines, we are very par-

There is a couple of Hospitals
just come to this place so the line
is being cleared ready. I expect
it will accommodate the sick and
wounded from the Desert where
there is some heavy fighting at
present…..

Thurs 29th
Very warm once more. We were
sent out on some field manoeuvres today and got a devil of a
gruelling, the Bgde was out and
we went out over fearful heavy
sand hills – it was killing on the
horses, up till dinnertime we did
out post work and then we fought
the battle of Romani over again.
It was supposed to be conducted
on the same lines as the dinkum
battle was last Aug and by the
holy smoke if they were as dead
beat as we were when finished –
they did their bit. A lot of men
were hard put on account of
thirst. There is any amount of
relics of the battle – dead camels
in the plenty and Turks and their
water bottles etc….

Sat 31st
We got a great surprise when
Revielle went at 4.a.m, l thought
there was some night scheme
on but it proved to be a dinkum
move out.
There was a good deal of cleaning up to be done, we did not
get away until pretty well dinner
time. It takes a good while to water a whole Bdge and each Regt

had to wait until the whole thing
was formed up which seems to
us a terrible waste of time, as
well as keeping the poor old
horses holding up their burdens
so much longer than necessary
and yet they say look after your
horse, it appears to us that the
“heads” do not study the things
out that count much.
However we reached Rabah
early in the afternoon, which was
a rather good site for a camp.
There was a nice Palm grove on
some low ground nearby where
there was also several wells from
which the horses were watered,
but they were not equal to the
strain and a lot of the horses did
not get a good drink.
On arrival we as usual put our
wire cable down in a few minutes and soon had our horses
tied to same. I was put on ration
fatigue and had a pretty heavy job
while it lasted. There being Limber after Limber of fodder to be
loaded. The Bgde runs the whole
thing now, we came only 7 miles.

Commemorating those who fought in World War 1
6032 William Samuel Kennedy
William enlisted at Trafalgar on 4 May
1916, a labourer of Thorpdale aged 27
years and 9 months. He was born in Northern Ireland, at Ballygranig, County Down
and named his wife, Ruth who was still living in Northern Ireland as his next of kin.
He allotted 4 shillings of his daily pay of 6
shillings to Ruth.

T

raf News is commemorating those soldiers
who fought in World
War 1 by re-producing the
front page of their enlistment
papers.
Recorded at the National Archives, the list will be produced over the course of the
remainder of this year and into
next year.
Anyone wishing to get information on their own relatives,
may do so by going to http://
discoveringanzacs.naa.gov.au/
browse/ and then searching
under ‘Places’. Type in the
town the person was born at or
living in, and then click on the
town when the map appears.
A list of all those recorded for
that town will appear, and the
reader can then select the appropriate name.

William was a member of the 19th Reinforcements for the 5th Battalion and on
22 October 1916 transferred to the 60th
Battalion.
At Fleurs on 27 November 1916, he was
part buried when a shell hit his dugout.
He was evacuated to England in December,
suffering from neurasthenia or shell shock.
He had developed a very bad stammer, appeared nervous, was jumpy and had a
decided tremor. While these symptoms
diminished over time, on 20 July 1918 he
was deemed to be permanently unfit for
general service but fit for home service. He
was assessed as being able to function at
one quarter normal capacity.
He returned to Australia and remained in
16 Australian General Hospital at Langwarrin until he was discharged on 14 May
1919.
On 18 November 1918 William applied for
free passage for his wife, Ruth and their 2
children from England. Papers on his file
do not include the result of the request.

5736 Daniel Theodore O’Toole
Born at Burwood, Daniel was a farmer aged 23
years and 7 months when he enlisted at Trafalgar on
11 March 1916, nominating his mother Gertrude of
“Shadybrook” Yarragon as his next of kin.
Daniel embarked on HMT Ayreshire at Melbourne
on 3 July 1916 and arried at Plymouth on 2 September, trained in England and joined the 7th Battalion
in France on 17 November 1916.
On 24 February 1917 he was severely wounded in
both buttocks and died of his wounds on 4 March.
Daniel was buried at Dernancourt. Subsequently,
his father was granted a payment of 30 shillings a
fortnight from 11 May 1917.

5124 William Albert Horace
Law MM DCM
William was born at Ballarat and was a
farmer aged 21 years and one month when
he enlisted at Trafalgar on 1 February 1916.
He embarked for overseas service on 1 April
1916 and was taken on strength by the 7th
Battalion on 10 September 1916.
William was twice decorated for gallantry.
The citation for his Military Medal is as follows:
For conspicuous gallantry and devotion to
duty at Lihons on 10 August 1918 where
strong opposition was met with. He dashed
forward from a flank with his machine gun
section, and, in the face of heavy fire, attacked three machine guns, keeping his
gun in action under a hail of bullets until he
silenced their fire. He was always foremost
with his section in every stage of the advance.
The citation for his Distinguished Conduct
Medal which was second only to the Victoria
Cross, reads:
On 4/5 Oct 1917, during the operation at
Broodsiende Ridge east of Ypres this man
was in charge of a Lewis Gun Section and
on coming under fire from an enemy Strong
Point in CELTIC OOD he led his section forward with great gallantry and brough his gun
into action. It was largely due to his initiative
that the platoon to which he belonged was
saved from a nastry position. After consolidation, while under a heavy barrage, he assisted in digging out buried men, and at all
times kept observation for his gun himself
at considerable risk from enemy sniping,
which was extensively being carried out in
that sector. (Signed ) Maj Gen commanding
1st Aus Divn
On 23 August 1918, William suffered a severe gunshot wound which resulted in his
left arm being amputated. He returned to
Australia and was discharged on 23 October
1919

29768 Raymond Arthur Pearce
Raymond was born at Dromana and was a carrier aged 30 years
when he enlisted at Trafalgar on1 April 1916. He lived at Thorpdale and he and his wife Sarah Jane had three children.
He served in France as a driver with 55th Battery 14th Field Artillery Brigade. In April 1917 he attended the School of Farriery and
qualified as a cold shoer.
On 2 September 1918 Raymond was killed in action and buried at
Assevillers New Britich Cemetery, 5 miles South West of Peronne.

Lieut William Anderson
Moncur
Born at Thoona, William was a State School
Teacher at Thorpdale aged 28 years and 7
months when he enlisted at Trafalgar on 13
February 1915.
With 5 years experience in the Light Horse
and a further year in the Cadets, William
was Commissioned as a Second Lieutenant
on 23 April 1915. He embarked for overseas service and served at Gallipoli wth 7
Battalion. On 5 August 1915 he became
Quartermaster of 5 Training Battalion.
On 27 December 1915, he was admitted to
17 General Hospital at Alexandria suffering
from nephritis which grew steadily worse
and as a result he returned to Australia.
William was subsequently recalled to duty
and he embarked once more at Melbourne
with the 24th reinforcements for the 6th
Battalion.
On 31 May 1918 he was discharged as
medically unfit due to nepritis.

255 William Hulley
Born at Alexandra, William enlisted at Trafalgar on 19 February 1915. Aged 30 years
and 6 months, he was a labourer.
William embarked for overseas service on
28 May 1915 as a member of A Squadron
of the 13th Light Horse Regiment. He departed Egypt for Gallipoli on 4 September
1915 and returned to Alexandria on 13
January 1916.
From 12 March 1916 he served with 2 ANZAC Headquarters, and was sent to France
in April 1916.
William was Complimented by the Army
Corps Commander for plucky action in
stopping two bolting horses attached to a
waggon in France.
He took leave in England from 25 October
to 8 November 1918.
William departed England on 23 March
1919 and was discharged in Melbourne on
21 July that year.

* On-Farm Tours—see what others are doing
HILL FARMS, SMALL
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Remember

The T’rafalgar & Yarragon News’, March 1927
3 March – A Pre-Historic Sample
When on a visit to Trafalgar recently the Rev. G. Cox, who is founder
and leader of the Mornington Naturalists’ Club, discovered a bed
of fossil ferns of the Jurassic (Vic. black coal) period, probably
not less than 10,000,000 years old. On submitting the specimens
to Mr F. Chapman, A.L.S., Palaeontologist to the National Museum,
they were pronounced by him to be some of the finest he had seen.
The locality in which they were found is in the cutting below the old
orchard at the foot of Mount Speed.

17 March – Good Rifle Shots
Riflemen from Gippsland did well at the King’s prize meeting, held
at the Williamstown rifle range last week. Mr E. Ashby, of the Trafalgar club, won the King’s Tyro Aggregate, which carried a handsome
silver cup and 10 pound ($770 today) prize. Others to shoot well
in the King’s Prize were A. Clarke of Trafalgar and S. McIntyre of
Yarragon.

BOOKINGS
REQUIRED:
* 3 x On-Farm Workshops at a Hill Farm,
a Small Commercial
Farm & a Lifestyle Farm
DATES

2017 SEMINAR
CHURCH SERVICES
www.SUSTAINABLEFARMDAYS.ORG.AU
how
to
make
your
farm
more
resilient, productive & competitive from experts in
*
Learn
HILL FARM: SUN 5TH
MAR.
CATHOLIC PARISH
planning,
soil nutrition,
farm-gate sales & marketing & more
farm
SMALL COMM. FARM:
SUN
19TH
MAR. water, animals, trees,
ENQUIRIES:
St John’s
Trafalgar, 54Tours—see
Road what others are
M&MNLANDCARE@HOTMAIL.COM
doing
* On-Farm
LIFEST YLE FARM: SUN
30THWaterloo
APR.
PH: 03 5668 8188
TIMES: 9:30AM TO 3:30PM
BOOKINGS REQUIRED:
2017 SEMINAR DATES
www.SUSTAINABLEFARMDAYS.ORG.AU
COST:
FREE, REGISTRATION
REQUIRED
Brigade
Needs Support
HILL FARM:
SUN 5TH MAR.
Father Bernie Krotwaar, Phone 5633 1166

Among business discussed was the forthcoming “Willing Shilling”
drive when the Guides and Brownies will call on householders to
do light jobs such as cleaning silver or brass, dusting, sweeping,
etc., for the sum of not less than one shilling ($3 today).

Within the next week or two the Trafalgar Fire Brigade will be
making their annual house-to-house canvas for donations to help
defray expenses incurred during the year in sending teams to demonstrations, etc. The brigade must supply all its own competition
equipment, and it is essential that they buy at least two new lengths
of competition hose this year, which will cost at least 15 pounds
($450 today) per length. The brigade has always been well supported by the people of Trafalgar in the past, and support is hoped
for in the future.

The ‘Trafalgar News’, March 1987

Nurses at Rotary Club Meeting
Eight Malayan nurses, attached to the West Gippsland Hospital,
Warragul, were welcomed as guests at the Trafalgar Rotary Club’s
meeting on Tuesday night last. They were suitably introduced by
Rotarian Dr. John Wayne. The nurses who were dressed in Malayan
costumes, spoke of their work here and the comparison between
their country and Australia.

21 March – New Presbyterian Church
Trafalgar Presbyterians, who have been active in the town for 50
years, have decided to build a new Sanctuary. Plans have been approved and passed and if the required amount is forthcoming from
the present Faith and Action Campaign tenders will be called for
immediately. The new church will be a brick structure with a seating capacity for 118.

28 March – Successful Floral Fair
Outstanding features of what must be described as a highly successful function was the display of beautiful dahlias and the extraordinary quality of the vegetables exhibited at Friday’s annual
Floral Fair conducted at the Trafalgar Public Hall by members of
the Ladies’ Guild of the Presbyterian Church. Jams, sauces, etc.,
along with cooking entries were also of an excellent standard.
Various stalls were in evidence and each with a full complement of
home grown goods.

Trafalgar ‘Guide News’
The March meeting of the Trafalgar Local Association was well
attended, as was the Guide euchre party on the previous Friday.

Shire on Notice

M&MNLANDCARE@HOTMAIL.COM
PH: 03 5668 8188

Service times
Chin-Wags
Sunday school
Chill Time

9.15am Sunday
1-3pm 2nd & 4th Wednesday of the month
9.15am 3rd Sunday of the month
Afterschool to 5.15pm Wednesday

Service times
Bible study

11am Sunday
7.30pm each Thursday

Service times
9.15am 1st, 2nd and 4th Sundays
Contempory Youth Service 5pm 3rd Sunday. Shared tea
to follow

Author of “Nutrition Rules”

St Mary’s Church,
Trafalgar
Farms—Sun,
30th April
Lifestyle

Lifestyle Farms—Sun, 30th April

Sundays:

Holy Communion and Sunday School
9.30am
Wednesdays: Holy Communion, a quiet service 10am
Cuppa and conversation
10.45am

Tino Carnevale—Popular Presenter on Gardening
Tino Carnevale—Popular Presenter on Gardening
Vegie Patch” in Hobart Botanic
Australia from “The
Australia from “The Vegie Patch” in Hobart Botanic
Garden
St Mark’s Church, Thorpdale
Garden

Trafalgar Apex Club Incorporated was formed in 1958 and has a
proud record of community service dating back to then. Amongst
club highlights over our 29 years’ history are: the initiation of the
Talking Books (tapes for the blind) Scheme, Narracan Shire Bookmobile purchase, Tidy Towns Scheme involvement, Rodeo Catering, Diabetes Testing, Community Notice Board and work at both
the Trafalgar East Drug Rehabilitation Centre and the Trafalgar Recreation Reserve.

Play-off Decides Golf Championship

JAFFAS after school program

First Sunday of the month:
Breakfast after service.

3.30 - 5.30pm

8am

BY MARDAN-MIRBOO NORTH LANDCARE GROUP AND
TWORK
GOVERNMENT

B Yof last
Mweekend’s
A R DgolfAat N
- Mwas
IR
O27OholesN OStRMark’s
T H Church,
LAND
CARE GROUP AND
Yarragon
Highlight
Trafalgar
the B
club’s
S
O
U
T
H
G
I
P
LANDCARE NE
mixed
foursomes
championship
last
Sunday.
Graeme
and
Margaret
S O U T H G I P P S L A N D L A N First
D CSunday
A RofEthe month:
N E Service
T PWSOL ARNKD8:30am
FUNDED BY THE COMMONWEALTH
Grant and Leighton and Heather Gibson were tied on 126 after 27
F U N D E D B Y T H E C O M M O N W E A L T H G O V E R8.30am
NMENT
holes and after the play-off over five holes Graeme and Margaret Other Sundays: Holy Communion
3.30 - 5.30pm
became the new club champions. With their handicap they also Tuesdays: JAFFAS after school program
took out the handicap section.
25 March – Buy a Brick for Scouts
Trafalgar Scouts will be working hard over the next few weeks to
help pay off a massive building loan. The ‘buy a brick’ campaign is
expected to raise a large proportion of the loan which will take another 12 years to pay off at the current interest rates. The original
$15,000 (34,790 today) loan for the building was taken in 1978.
The Scouts, Cubs and Venturers will be selling certificates worth 50
cents ($1.15 today), $1 ($2.30)and $2 ($4.60) to sponsor a brick
on the front wall of their hall in Kitchener Street.

Compiled by Jack McDonald from newspapers held in the
Trafalgar and District Historical Society Archives

ye cancer is the most
common form of cancer
in cattle. It is a tumour of
the eyelid or eyeball most commonly seen in Hereford or Poll
Hereford cattle or white faced
Friesians.
Eye cancers may cause losses to producers due to condemnation at the abattoir and loss of
potential production of affected
stock, and also suffering in cattle if left unchecked.
Eye cancers occur as a result
of life long exposure to sunlight.
The tumour begins as a tiny
growth and steadily increases in
size. It may invade surrounding
tissues and spread to other parts
of the body.
The severity of eye cancers
can be reduced by the early
identification of growths and
prompt action to treat or cull.
The incidence can be reduced
by genetic selection by selecting
animals with pigmentation in the
sclera ‘white’ of the eye and the
eyelid.
The course of action that
should be followed depends
largely upon the size and severity of the cancer. Small eye
cancers may be readily cured by
prompt veterinary treatment.
However, if the owner elects
to cull the following guidelines
should be used: If the cancer is
smaller than a five-cent piece,
clean, and not flyblown the animal can be sold through a saleyard for slaughter only.
If the cancer is sized between
a five and 20 cent piece, clean,
and not flyblown the animal can
be sold directly to an abattoir
only.
If the cancer is bleeding,
purulent (infected), flyblown
or larger than a 20 cent piece
the animal should be immediately disposed on farm or via a
knackery.
Owners who fail to take reasonable action to prevent suffering in their animals may be
considered for prosecution under the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act.
For further information
please contact your local veterinarian or Agriculture Victoria.

Rev Chris Duxbury, Phone 5633 1047

Rev Sue Jacka, Phone 5633 1021
0409 757 170 or tullycavan@dcsi.net.au

Shirley Hill of Yarragon is the first woman in Victoria to be granted
a licence by the Victorian Newsagency Council. However, the approval has not come easily. First Shirley submitted an application
then lodged written submissions followed by a series of five interviews before approval was finally granted.

18 March – Apex Thriving in Trafalgar
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ENQUIRIES:

Sait,
CEO Nutri-Tech
Solutions,
Graeme
St David’s Uniting
Church,Founder
Yarragon
Small&Commercial
Farms—Sun,
19th March
International Soil Consultant,
Soil Nutrition Expert,
Graeme Sait, Founder & CEO Nutri-Tech Solutions,
of CHURCH
“Nutrition
Author
Nutrition Expert, International Soil Consultant,
SoilRules”
ANGLICAN

Trafalgar branch of the Country Women’s Association is celebrating
its 50th birthday today with a special party to be attended by about
80 members and former members. The party is being held in the
Masonic Hall in Kitchener Street. Back in 1937, Narracan Shire’s
then president J.J. Sheppard called a public meeting to form the
branch. That was held in the shire chambers on February 3 with 14
local women present.

First Woman Newsagent in Victoria

Dr Jeff Cave
District Veterinary Ofﬁcer

General of Australia, National Advocate for Soil
Chairman19th
Soils March
For Life, Patron of Landcare
Health,
Thorpdale
Uniting Church
Small
Commercial
Farms—Sun,

Narracan Shire Ratepayers Association has put the council on notice that they will be watching its activities more closely following the announcement of an overseas trip by Shire secretary Dennis Stevens this month. Mr Stevens left for London today. Mr Don
Auchterlonie said “We don’t want to get caught again, and we want
full details of the trip”. He said there were 500 signatures on petitions opposing the trip.

11 March – Trafalgar C.W.A. 50th Birthday

Look out for
eye cancer

Major
General Michael
Jeffery
- former Governor
Keynote
Speakers
UNITING CHURCH
Advocate
General of Australia,
Hill National
Farms—Sun,
5th Marchfor Soil
Soils General
For Life,Michael
Patron
of Landcare
Health,
St Andrew’sChairman
Uniting Church,Trafalgar
Jeffery
- former Governor
Major

Trafalgar High School’s Jervis House won the annual swimming
sports held last week at the Trafalgar pool. Only three points separated first and second placegetters Nelson House. Staff said it was
good to see so many parents supporting the school by going along,
adding that their help was greatly appreciated.

The majority of the town’s traders have agreed, with the help of the
Narracan Shire Garden Club, to conduct a Dahlia Festival, and if
possible to make it a yearly event, as traders who have participated
in decorating their windows in previous years have received glowing remarks from townspeople and passing motorists.

6pm (Saturday)
Mass at 9.30am.
10am-11am
6.00pm
10.00am (2nd/4th Sunday)
9.30am (Tuesday to Friday)
Exposition
Exposition, reconciliation
and annointing of the sick,
after mass.

Please phone Julianne now at the parish office on 5633 1166

The biggest crowd seen at a social function in Trafalgar for some
time assembled at the public hall on Thursday night last, when the
annual St. Patrick’s ball was held. Visitors were present from all
places between Warragul and Yallourn, and the hall was crowded.
Dancing was in full swing from about 9 o’clock, and from then
until early morning there was not a dull moment. The unanimous
opinion of dancers and onlookers was that it was one of the best
dances held in Trafalgar for a long time.
The Gippsland News, March 1957

14 March – Trafalgar Dahlia Festival

Vigil Mass:
First Saturday Devotions:
Exposition and Reconciliation
Saturday Night Mass
Sunday Mass:
Weekday Masses:
Each Wednesday after Mass:
Second Wednesday Devotions:

SMALL COMM. FARM: SUN 19TH MAR.
LIFESTSpeakers
YLE FARM: SUN 30TH APR.
Keynote
St Jarlath’s Yarragon, Rollo Street
9:30AM
SundayTIMES:
Mass:
10.00am (1st/3rd/5th TO
Sunday) 3:30PM
availability, Neighbourhood Outreach,
COST:
FREE, REGISTRATION
HillTransport
Farms—Sun,
5th March REQUIRED
Home visiting

4 March – Swimming Champions

Although the weather looked anything but promising on Sunday
morning last, conditions improved rapidly towards mid-day and
bright sunshine favoured the 30 or so car loads of R.S.L. members and their families who journeyed to the picturesque Moss Vale
Park, situated five miles (8kms) from Mirboo North, for the picnic
day organised by the local sub-branch. Mr Keith Hutton and his
fellow workers had everything in order and the children were amply catered for with soft drinks, ice cream, etc. All who made the
journey were loud in their praise, and voted the outing one of the
best ever.
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Farming News

DEPI articles selected by Greg Turner

24 March – St. Patrick’s Annual Ball

7 March – Enjoyable R.S.L. Picnic

COMMERCIAL FARMS, LIFESTYLE FARMS

THORPDALE WESLEY AND
METHODIST CHURCH
Rev Frank Lees,
Phone 5634 6413 or 5633 2758
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This graph compares the monthly rainfall received in Trafalgar in 2017 with, 2014, 2015 and 2016
and average monthly rainfall since records began.
The monthly rainfall for October 2016 was 99mm

DEC

If your dog regularly travels in
the back of your ute, you need
to take extra care to avoid exposing it to heat stress on very
hot days.

Adequate shelter, for example a fixed canopy, needs to
be provided to protect tethered
dogs from climate extremes.
While it is legal to allow appropriately restrained dogs to travel
on the back of utes, dogs left
in the sun for long periods can
easily suffer heat stress.
A lot of utes and tray backs
these days are made of metal
and will heat up quickly and
could easily burn dogs’ paws,
so consider covering the metal
floors.
Ensure dogs kept in cages
have adequate ventilation, particularly when the vehicle is not
moving, and ensure all dogs are
given regular access to cool water.
Victoria’s Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act requires dogs
travelling in the back of utes,
trailers or open tray trucks to be
tethered or caged in a manner
that prevents them from falling
from the vehicle.
The only exemption is when
dogs are actively moving stock.
The tether should only be
long enough to permit the dog
to stand, lie down and move
about but not so long that it
could potentially let the dog fall
off the vehicle and be dragged
or strangled.
Tethering dogs should always
be regarded as a temporary,
short term method of restraint.
For further advice please
contact the RSPCA, your local
veterinarian or Agriculture Victoria veterinary or animal health
officer.

Kikuyu in pastures
Once kikuyu has invaded a pasture it is very hard to eradicate.
While some farmers speak highly of kikuyu but these are few
and far between, mainly along
the coastal sand dunes with
erodible low nutrient sandy soils
plus some of the mild winter areas to the far east of Victoria.
But for the rest of Southern
Victoria makes your own assessment now so you can prepare to
control this pest grass.
If you drive the local roads
at this time of year kikuyu is the
pale yellow grass on roadsides
where it has been spread by the
road grader and can be seen
creeping under the fence into
productive paddocks.
Then it merges into distinctive yellow patches which join
up after four or five years to
cover the whole paddock.
Cattle and farm vehicles do
contribute to the spread of the
» CONTINUED PAGE18
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» continued from Page17

stolons around the paddock
or from paddock to paddock but
the slow creeping habit of the
kikuyu rhizomes is the primary
method of spread.
This is the time of year to assess the pasture, walk into these
patches and look at the residual
pasture, which is longer than the
other species because the cattle
prefer ryegrass, phalaris and
cocksfoot grass.
Remember the kikuyu normally stops growing with the onset of cold weather in autumn or
the first frost so this pasture has
been sitting there dormant and
uneaten for the winter months
mainly due to the low palatability
and low nutritive value.
The thick kikuyu thatch prevents other grasses and clovers
coming through that would normally provide valuable winter
feed in a time of the year that kikuyu are dormant. Spend some
time now mapping and marking
out the areas where the problem
kikuyu is present as the problem
areas are hard to spot in midsummer when the ideal time for
kikuyu control occurs.

Don’t cultivate the paddock
as this will spread the rhizomes
(root and shoot fragments) all
over the paddock.
The best control is to identify
the problem kikuyu areas / sites
and control with a recommended herbicide in summer when
the kikuyu is actively growing,
A follow up herbicide control
will be needed in late summer
or the following summer to get
complete control. The area can
then be oversewn with a productive pasture seed mix either by
hand for small areas or by direct drill or broadcast spreader
for larger areas, but avoid cultivation as this encourages and
spreads kikuyu.
If kikuyu has not reached
your neighbourhood and you see
it approaching you can spray a
strip at a strategic place to cut off
the approach. If it’s encroaching
along your roadside or stream
bank you can spray a strip along
under the fence line to prevent
the entry to the farm or paddocks.
Be vigilant and proactive before this low productive and low
nutrient value grass takes hold.

» Puzzle from Page24

SOLUTION
new Year traditions

March is brassica month
Rod Boon

T

hese include broccoli,
brussels sprouts, cabbage
and cauliflower and kale.
Traditionally winter veggie
seedlings (and sweet peas) are
planted out on or around St Patrick’s Day (17 March).
Brassica crops will tolerate
partially shady conditions, but
will grow more strongly and
quickly if planted in full sun. All
brassicas need soil enriched with
organic matter and decomposed,
animal manure.
They need lots of nitrogen, so
if you are able to source some
chook manure, add it (or poultry
manure pellets) to your brassica
patch. Every 10-14 days during
growth, apply a diluted liquid
fertiliser to spur them along.
Brassica seedlings are prone
to snail and slug attacks. Cabbage moth caterpillars can also
wreak havoc with young plants.
Consider using crushed eggshells
around the plants to deter these
pests from your crops. Broccoli
is quick and easy to grow. Growing it at home might be just the
thing you need to get kids to eat
it. Green or purple sprouting varieties of broccoli are great, because they can produce a crop of
side shoots after the main head
has been harvested. This extends
your harvesting season.
Brussels sprouts take a long
time to grow, so long in fact,
that commercial growers usually
start sowing them in November.
For suburban gardeners, the re-

ready for harvest in spring. This
is a time when not much else is
being harvested in the garden.
Sow broad bean seeds about
3cm below the surface and
about 10-15 cm apart. They do
not like wind and will benefit
from protection. Consider tying
some string between stakes to
help support them as they grow.
It’s always a good idea to
let a few of the last pods to dry
on the plant. Then you can collect bean seeds for sowing next
year’s crop!

wards are not always worth the
effort you put into growing brussels sprouts.

Onions
Sow onion seed now for a bountiful harvest next summer , If you
are pressed for garden space,
then I wouldn’t bother with
growing onions. They take a long
time to grow and can usually be
purchased fairly cheaply from
farmers markets or the green
grocer. However if you have
the space, then they are a fairly
easy crop to grow.Onions can be
transplanted from punnets, but
grow best from seed. Scatter the
seed in furrows a few millimetres
deep and water in well. Keep onion patches well weeded as they
hate competition.

Peas
Podding peas is great fun for
kids. Looking to make the most
of your small spaces? Peas are a
great crop for autumn and winter. They’ll grow up a trellis and
are great fun for the kids to pick
and shell. What’s more, they are
legumes, so they’ll fix nitrogen
in the soil and help rejuvenate
it.
Plant the pea seeds about
three-five cm deep and water
in well. Hold off any further
watering until the seeds have
germinated. Make sure you
choose the right variety of peas
for your garden. Dwarf and
bush peas only grow to 60cm

Leafy Greens
high, but telephone peas can
reach 150cm high or more!
Sugar Snap peas are also a tasty
choice.

Broad beans
Broad beans are up there with
radishes, as one of the easiest
plants to grow in your veggie
patch.
March until early May is the
ideal time to plant out broad
beans. The great thing about
broad beans is that they are

Lettuce, mustard greens, spinach and rainbow chard (silverbeet) will all grow well in
autumn and into winter (albeit
far slower than in summer). An
economical option is to grow
from seed. If you’re keen to get
harvesting for salads earlier,
then transplant as seedlings.
Within about 8 weeks from sowing (less if planted from seedlings) you can start to harvest
leaves from the outside of the
plant.

Alix Williams

Alix Williams

THINK

John Brown for Tyres
We specialise: • Any Tyre
• Any Vehicle
• Any Machine

Farm Service Wheel Balancing
All Brands Available
Established over 35 years.
Best prices and excellent service
Ph: 5633 1679 Mob: 0428 515 873
88 Waterloo Road, Trafalgar

Everlastings by David Stickney

A

Nature photography exhibition will be held in the
Traralgon
Courthouse,
Franklin St, Traralgon.
Daily from Sunday, 19 February to Saturday, 25 February
between 10.00 am and 4.00 pm.
This is a display of photo-

graphs of the natural world,
in and around Australia, taken
by members of the Latrobe
Valley and the Sale and District Field Naturalists’ Clubs.
The display is open to the
public and entry is free.

Exhibition and workshops at art gallery

I

f you haven’t yet been to
the wonderfully re-furbished railway station at
Trafalgar put it on your list
of things to do over the next
few weeks. The Baw Baw Arts
Alliance(BBAA) conducts a
wide range of creative art
activities open to members
of the Arts Alliance and the
public. The Artspaces in the
railway station building host
an ongoing exhibition of fibre
artworks alongside jewellery,
paintings and three dimensional work all by local artists.
However, the Trafalgar
Artspaces offer so much
more. Throughout the week
there are great number of art
groups meeting on a regular
basis from Monday through
to Saturday. Take your pick
of painting, sculpting, needle
felting, mixed media and
drawing, casual clay group,
mosaics patchwork and creative fibre work. Information on all these groups can
be found on flyers in the
Trafalgar Railway Station.
The BBAA also conducts a
number of occasional workshops throughout the year.
An early one for 2017 was on
February 24 sewn rope fabric basket taught by Georgina
Whitchurch. Georgina spent

Nature photography
exhibition
Drouin significant
tree register

Thinking of Tyres?
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Main South Rd Drouin by Peter Ware

L

atrobe Valley Field Naturalists’ club meeting on Friday,
24 March will discuss ‘Drouin’s significant tree register’.
Judy Farmer and Peter Ware
will explain the purpose of the
project that has produced the
register. How it evolved, the
groups involved and what has
been achieved so far.
Trees, considered valuable to
the community, are being identified by members of the Friends
of Drouin’s Trees who are con-

sulting with the Baw Baw Council
staff regarding the care of these
trees.
The meeting and presentation is from 7.30pm at the Uniting Church Hall on the corner of
Old Sale Road and Chamberlain
Road, Newborough.
The following day’s excursion
is to Drouin.
Visitors are most welcome
to both activities; there is no
charge. For more information
phone 0428 422 461.

a number of years working
with African women in Swaziland where she developed
her basket making skills.
Another early workshop
is Wendy Hitchins’ Ugandan
Netting class on Saturday,
March 11 from 10.00am to
3.30pm at the Trafalgar Railway Station. This method
of creating an apparently
complex necklace is relatively simple; the only skill
required is the ability to use a
needle and thread and follow
Wendy’s instructions about
the repetitive pattern. Bead
kits can be purchased from
Wendy for $45 and this will
include a vibrant focal bead.
For further details and to
book a place contact Barbara
Gogerly on 0418 150 411.
Wendy has been the driving
force behind the development
of the monthly Trafalgar Arts
Market and is keen to let the
public know that the market
will continue throughout the
winter at the Trafalgar Public Hall. The market occurs
on the first Saturday of each
month from 9am to 1pm.
Meanwhile members of
the BBAA continue to display their work at the Station

Gallery in Yarragon. The
mosaic group has a striking
and unusual exhibition on until the end of March in the main
gallery space from Wednesday through to Sunday. Anita
George, calligraphy artist, has
some of her larger framed lettering works on display in the
Yarragon workspace section
of the railway station.
A new venture this year at
the station gallery will be the
artists’ demonstrations on the
last Sunday of every month.
These are free to all visitors.
For further information about
any of the activities ring the
gallery on 0490 173 103.
There is something for
everyone at both the Station
Gallery, Yarragon and the
Artspaces, Trafalgar Railway
Station.

Right: Kay lancashire, president
of the BBAA, with her creative
neckpiece, ‘Voyager’, which won
the ‘Fibre Arts Australia Award’ for
best wearable art at the ‘Ficifolia
Art Show’. This art show is an
initiative of the Arts Alliance in
conjunction with the Drouin
Football Club.

Reflection
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* Basil’s

D

Lord, make me an instrument of your peace
Where there is hatred let me sow love
Where there is injury, pardon
Where there is doubt, faith
Where there is despair, hope
Where there is darkness, light
And where there is sadness, joy.

AROUND THE
HISTORICAL

Dianne Ireland

S

Society

o much of today’s news is shared on social media. It has
been exciting to occasionally see photos from Trafalgar’s
past and to read a family history or reminiscence on the
Trafalgar Community Facebook page.
Although the Trafalgar & District Historical Society (T&DHS)
does not currently have a Facebook page, we do have an email
address to which photos, articles or queries may be sent –
historicalsocietytraf@gmail.com thereby ensuring our past is
not lost or forgotten.
The T&DHS holds a number of photographs of a pipeline
being laid but unfortunately they are not labelled. It could be a
gas line, or perhaps the sewer line? If you think you could help,
please come to our rooms on a working bee day to have a look.
Our next general meeting will be held on April 20. New
members and visitors are always welcome; yearly membership
remains at $15.
Regular working bees are held on alternate Fridays and enquiries can be made to Dianne on 0439 655 172.For this month
working bees are on the 3 March and 17 March at 2pm in the
Community Centre. All welcome.

Trafalgar Pharmacy News

SERIOUSLY - LET’S HAVE A LAUGH

Rev Sue Jacka

ecluttering is having a bit of a moment just now. The
excess ‘stuff’ that we can acquire can really add more
work and worry than pleasure to our lives.
We all know that material possessions can even be corrosive
of our real self. So plenty of people are cleaning out cupboards
or sheds and donating some of their wardrobe to charity. While
decluttering the ‘stuff’ is good, even better I believe is clearing
out the emotional excess baggage that we often carry around
with us.
Maybe that hurtful experience is weighing heavily and stopping us from enjoying all aspects of life.
Lent is the season before Easter and this is what it is all
about- cleaning out our inner selves, being freed to live life
without regret and being able to take up new more helpful behaviours.
What about bundling up the regrets of the past, along with
failures or disappointments and exchanging them for a desire to
reach out to others and a plan to live more generously?
For many of us, it takes some practice and reflection to
really ‘see’ what is cluttering up our personal lives. Just like
cleaning out our stuff takes some time and a decision to let go,
so does dealing with the emotional junk and replacing it with
positive and helpful behaviours. The prayer of St Francis is a
good start:

Chatter *

W

hen Mrs Basil and I first moved to Trafalgar in 2008, we
had been advised by a close friend in Melbourne that we’ll
be lucky if anybody speaks to us for at least 20 years. We
are now quick to remind him that, after just twelve months in the
town, we were forced to sit down and compile a list of so many
new and wonderful local friends to try a cull. The people on the list
simply refused to take part in the cull and we have retained all of
their great friendships ever since.
Our Melbourne correspondent also rudely suggested that we
might need to leave town to find any fun things to do. This has
prompted us to offer a couple of ideas for activities and things to
assist those of you with any doubt about this matter.
This advisor from the big sticks was also most insulting by saying he had heard that Trafalgar was so small that we didn’t even
have a village idiot, which meant that the locals all had to take
turns. He was probably correct to say that we didn’t have a village

not encouraging reckless driving, and you will not gain 100 points
if you happen to clean up the Lollipop Lady.
The procedure in the event that you do, is to go direct to the
local police station and hand yourself in. It is simply yet another
opportunity to meet someone you may have not met before. (You
will immediately recognize the officer – he is the one who is well
dressed). He will probably direct you to a very secure restroom at
the rear of the premises.
While we have mentioned the boys in blue, let me assure you
the next story was originally passed on to me by a high ranking
sergeant of police, during the time of the introduction of hand held
speed cameras. We admit to many fibs being told in this column in
some (or most) of the stories presented. This is not one of them –
your writer will submit to a lie detector test if called upon.
He told me it was his duty to take two or three recruits to a
suitable roadside location to demonstrate the procedures in aiming

“...Trafalgar was so small that we didn’t even have a village idiot”.
idiot, but locally that didn’t mean we did not have access to plenty
of them. It may hurt him to know that a lot of his fellow city slickers
stop here on their way through town, and when the weather is bad
we have a plentiful supply from nearby country towns.
If some of them are not fully qualified the village idiot resemblance is close enough for us. We hasten to add that ‘P Platers’ are
not on the village idiot list. When we are having a coffee down on
the highway and observing them driving through town, we have
nothing but respect for them, because they at least slow down as
they go through the red lights and stop signs.
They also seem a pretty friendly bunch because as they drive
past they stick a finger or two in the air, which seems a lovely gesture considering the speed they are travelling once they are through
the lights.
Now it’s back to some activities for locals. All you need to do
is drive along School Road past the primary and high schools at
precisely the time the students are let loose to go home. Do this
two or three days in a row, and record the average time it took you.
Challenge your neighbors to do the same thing, and they will
thank you for the opportunity to do something other than entering
footy tipping competitions, or other wasteful pastimes like gardening, music, and other family activities. We must remind you we are

In 1821, Turkish soldiers surrounded
Greek forces holed up in the Parthenon
and started stripping lead from temple
columns to make bullets. The Greeks
promptly sent the enemy a fresh
supply of ammunition
to discourage further
recycling.
Source: mX News

the detectors to give an accurate reading. To his horror he found
that they had left without the equipment, so he dispatched one of
the recruits to return to the station and bring it back as soon as
possible. While this was happening he said he noticed his wife’s
portable hair dryer in the car, and with a bit of cheek, told his fellow officers that all you really need to do (with the dryer in hand) is
position yourself in good view of approaching traffic and point the
speed camera like so. He lifted the dryer in place and the resultant
traffic slowdown was unbelievable.
The last suggestion is for you to try this activity, which means
that the first task is to knock off your wife’s dryer. Then it’s wise to
wear a colorful bullet proof safety jacket. It’s also probably best if
you borrow your neighbor’s car, because you wouldn’t like to get
sprung in your own.
Pop down to the Moe end of Trafalgar, start pointing the hair
dryer, (as above) and help us slow down some of these maniacs
that still can’t read or understand what a bright ‘Sixty Kilometers’
sign actually means. You will be recommended for next year’s community service awards.
If we all try this we will probably end up meeting at the local
police station, which gives us yet another chance to have lots of
new friends in Trafalgar. Keep Smiling - BASIL

A Little Patch of Country

New Winter Wool
Now In Stock!
See Our Great Range Of Gigante!
63 Princes Highway, Trafalgar

Ph: 5633 2311

Trafalgar Bowls
Club Inc.

New

Baw Baw Arts
Alliance Market
9am - 1pm, 1st Saturday of the month
October to March
Trafalgar Public Hall

Live Music,
Demonstrating
Artists,
Arts activities

Stallholder applications being accepted

Volunteers needed
Contact Wendy Hitchins on 0407 710 180
or trafalgarartsmarket@gmail.com

7 – 13 Seven Mile Rd.
(P.O. Box 125)
TRAFALGAR
Ph:(03) 5633 1274 Fax:(03) 5633 2820
email: trafalgarbowlsclub@lizzy.com.au

Head lice
Miriam Tawfik

H

ead lice are grey, wingless insects which are
about the size of a sesame seed they feed by sucking
blood from the human scalp.
Nits are the eggs which head
lice lay. The lice attach the nits
to hair follicles around one/
one.5cm from the scalp as the
heat from the scalp provides
good incubation.
Head lice are spread from
direct head to head contact they
cannot fly or jump. Although
less likely, you can also catch
lice from sharing things such
as hats, pillows and combs, as
adult head lice can live for up
to a day without a human host.
Head lice is very common
for children and they have no
preference to the hair they attach to, so it is important to remember that getting head lice
is no reflection on the child’s
overall hygiene.
Whilst there are no products which have been proven
to prevent the spread of head

lice, there are methods which
can be used, these include tying
a child’s hair back if they have
long hair, not sharing hats,
combs, or pillows, and checking for lice regularly.
The most common symptom
of a head lice infestation is an
itchy scalp; however, this only
occurs in 50 percent of people.
The itchy scalp is caused by an
allergic reaction to the head
lice biting our scalp to feed.
Other common symptoms of
head lice include: tickling or
sensation of something moving
in the hair, sores from scratching the scalp, irritability and/or
difficulty sleeping.
Depending on the severity
of the head lice infestation you
may be able to see the lice or
nits in the child’s hair. However,
the best way to find head lice is
using the condition and comb
technique. This technique remains the most reliable method
for finding head lice and/or
nits. It is recommended that

you complete the condition
and comb technique every two
to three days for someone who
has a confirmed head lice infestation and once a week for
others in the family.
For more information on
this method ask us at the pharmacy.
The best comb to use when

looking for or managing head
lice is a metal head lice comb.
Other combs may be too wide
to pick up lice and nits or not
strong enough to go through
thick hair without bending.
It is highly recommended
to avoid sharing lice combs to
prevent spreading the lice or
the nits. To effectively manage

Flexible and convenient
equipment finance for
your business.
At Trafalgar & District Community Bank®
Branch it’s all about helping you build the
best business you can in the most efficient
and cost effective way – whether you’re just
starting out or looking to grow.
We can advise you on the type of finance
to best suit your needs from an equipment
loan, finance lease, asset purchase or a
novated lease.

Our equipment finance solutions are a
competitively priced way to help you
achieve those big plans for your business.
Drop into your nearest branch at 103a
Princes Highway, Trafalgar or phone
5633 2783 to talk about the right finance
solutions for your business.

We have fully licensed premises including a
commercial kitchen available for hire.
Every Friday night we have
raffles, including a
Happy Hour.
Lawn bowls and
indoor carpet bowls.
New members
and visitors most
welcome.

a head lice infestation, you
need to treat with an appropriate product to kill the head
lice and use the condition and
comb technique to remove the
dead lice and nits. It is recommended to check for head lice
every second or third day until
no lice have been found for 10
days.
There are a wide variety of
head lice treatment products
available on the market which
contains either insecticides or
natural products. There is no
product which has been proven to be 100 percent effective
and lice may become resistant
to some products.
Insecticide products come
in lotion or shampoo form and
contain chemicals which kill
the lice.
These have been tested to
be safe however may cause irritation with some people. It
has been found that products
in lotion form work better than
those in shampoo form, however ensuring the product is
applied to all parts of the hair
and scalp plays a major role in
effectiveness.
Natural products contain
essential oils which kill the

bendigobank.com.au
Trafalgar & District Community Bank® Branch
Terms, conditions, fees, charges and lending criteria apply. Full details available on application.
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited, ABN 11 068 049 178 AFSL/Australian Credit Licence 237879. S51948-02 (258356_v1) (17/06/2015)

lice. Although these haven’t
been proven to be effective as
insecticide products they may
be gentler on a child’s scalp.
In saying that, some children
may still be irritated by these
products.
With all products, it is important to repeat treatment
after seven days! If you are
finding live lice after using a
treatment product you should
switch to a new product to ensure you are killing them.
There is no need to treat
someone for head lice unless
you have found lice in their
hair. If someone in the family has a head lice infestation
it is recommended to look for
head lice in every person’s
hair at least once a week using the condition and comb
technique. If you find lice or
nits then you should proceed
with treatment for that family member. When managing a
head lice infestation, you will
only need to wash the pillow
cases for those in the family who have had lice found in
their hair. To kill the lice, you
should wash the pillow cases
in a hot wash (at least 60 degrees).

Trafalgar Medical
Centre News

Trafalgar Veterinary
Clinic News

Workshops on sustainable
farm and land care
Colin Goodwin
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Vale Noel Francis Sampson Sam
Pauline Sampson

B

Dr. Rebecca Champion

By Dr James Brown

Canine atopic dermatitis

Welcomes and farewells

F

ebruary has brought
changes in the team at the
medical centre. With particular sadness we farewelled Dr
James Ting. James will be practicing now in Melbourne close to
where he lives with his family. We
have been extremely fortunate to
have had James with us for several years.
He has provided medical care
of high quality with compassion
and he has been a great team
member. We wish him well in
the next steps of his working and
family life.
We also farewelled Dr BJ who
spent a year with us. We will miss
his principled and caring approach to his work and the good
fun we had together. BJ has taken
a post in Warragul. Dr Mitch
Kraan is absent for ten weeks and
will return in April.
And finally we also farewelled
Nurse Harry. Harry has been with
us for many years and provided
very important support for our
older patients.
We have four new doctors
at the clinic, all of whom are
becoming valued members of
our team. Dr Jemelle Spriggs

comes from Gippsland and is a
past graduate of the Gippsland
Medical School. Dr Maureen
Burke and Dr Shiraz Mahkri
have moved to the area. Maureen
lives with her husband. She has
a lovely Irish brogue. Shiraz is a
keen swimmer.
Dr Fatima Momtaz lives in
South Eastern Melbourne with
her husband and young child.
She has a particular interest in
women’s and children’s health.

Domestic violence
Domestic violence is violence
within the home, typically within
a family. It may be physical, emotional, financial, sexual or social
and entails one person controlling another in an abusive way.
Unfortunately domestic violence
is not uncommon and is very
damaging of people and their
relationships and it robs the
abused of their sense of safety
and of their sense of self-worth.
It is particularly damaging for
children even if they are not the
direct object of the violence. Often alcohol and drugs contribute
to domestic violence.
Victims of domestic violence

can feel powerless to do anything
about the violence from fear
and from an attachment to the
person that is being abusive. It
is common for victims to blame
themselves; however it is never
the fault of the victim. Abuse can
continue for many years without
being addressed. The abused
and abuser need to know that
domestic violence is most definitely not ok.
If you are experiencing domestic violence, either as the
abused or the abuser, it is very
important that you talk about it
to someone outside of the situation. This is the first step to doing
something to stop the violence.
There are a number of resources
that can provide assistance with
domestic violence including
safely leaving the situation. These
resources include:
Safe Steps Family
Violence Response Centre:
1800 015 188
Men’s Referral Service:
1800 065 973
Lifeline:
131 114
GPs can be an important
contact and source of support.

Wally sWords
I’m great at multitasking.
I can waste time,
be unproductive,
and procrastinate
all at once.

I

n the hot, humid weather
we have been seeing a huge
number of itchy dogs! There
are lots of reasons why dogs and
cats get itchy: parasites, allergies
and a surprisingly common, serious disease called Atopic Dermatitis.
Canine atopic dermatitis (CAD)
is a syndrome of itchy, inflamed
skin caused by a pretty complex
interaction of four things:
 An underlying genetic issue
(poor skin barrier)
 Inappropriate immune responses
 Environmental irritants
 Skin
microbes
(especially yeast and bacteria)
CAD is chronic, and must be
managed rather than cured. It
can occur in any dog, though
some breeds are more commonly affected.
As repeated episodes of inflammation damage the structure of
skin further, CAD can often worsen with time.
How does atopic skin differ from
normal skin?
There is no single diagnostic test
for CAD, rather it is diagnosed
by ruling out other causes, including food allergies, parasites,
infection, immune-mediated diseases, etc.

Treatment
There is no cure for atopic skin
disease, instead we aim to reduce the severity of clinical signs
and limit flare-ups with the lowest possible dose of medication.

W ASTE
W

The best response is achieved
when treatment addresses all
the causes of CAD, controlling
what you can, limiting the allergies, improving barrier function
and controlling inflammation.

Reduce triggers
The single most effective treatment for CAD is to find out what
triggers your dogs allergies
and avoid them. Triggers can
be almost anything, from food
to pollens, plants, shampoos,
dust, fleas, materials or cleaning products. A completely controlled food trial with crocodile
followed by reintroduction is
recommended, as is avoiding
detergent-based shampoos and
alcoholic topical medications

Treating allergies
Allergen specific immunotherapy
(ASIT) is a specialist procedure
where dogs are desensitised to
a particular irritant through repeated injections. A dermatologist will let you know if your dog
is suitable for ASIT.

Reducing
inflammation
The inflammation and scratching
associated with flare-ups of CAD
actively worsen atopy by degrading skin barriers and encouraging microbial overgrowth. Immunosuppressive or modulatory
medications can be used in the
long term to prevent flare-ups
and manage itchiness.
Cyclosporin and glucocorticoids
(steroids) are effective in most
dogs and can be given as tablets
or topically. Both may have side

ILLIAMS
14 Melaleuca Drive,
Trafalgar East

Liquid Waste Specialists

Mobile: 0418 560 171
Phone/Fax: 03 5633 1991

effects, so require six to twelve
monthly checkups and blood
tests.
Interferon is a specialist medication, which has proven very effective in managing CAD, though
it is quite expensive.
Anti-histamines: there is little
evidence of anti-histamine significantly improving inflammation
or itchiness in CAD. There may
be some benefit to using antihistamines in combination with
long-term steroid use.

Maintaining barrier
function
Omega 3 fatty acids are antiinflammatory and help to reduce
the irritation associated with CAD.
It takes time for the fatty acids to
be incorporated into the skin,
so fatty acids must be taken for
eight-12 weeks before improvement is seen. We recommend either megaderm supplementation
or switching to a skin support
diet to ensure sufficient omega
fatty acids are in your dogs diet.
Phytosphingosines are commonly used in human atopic skin
disease to increase the levels of
helpful skin enzymes and to reduce allergic pathways. Although
there is currently little evidence
to support their use in dogs, they
are likely to be helpful in longterm maintenance.
Emmolients- dry skin is itchy
skin, providing a leakier barrier
to the outside world. Conditioners and moisturises reduce epidermal water loss, maintaining
barrier function. Ceramides and
colloidal oatmeal is particularly
helpful everyday ingredients,
while truly lichenified skin can
benefit from more oily suspensions including hydraderm.

Dietary modification
In addition to omega fatty acids,
pantothenate, choline, nicotinamides, histidine, and inositol
are supplements which promote
healthy skin. Changing to a skin
support diet (eukanuba, royal
canin, delicate care etc.) can
provide these in appropriate
doses.

Landcare members Helen and Ian find farming in South Gippsland’s Hill country both rewarding
and challenging

M

ardan and MirbooNorth landcare group
is hosting a series of
unique one day courses for new
and experienced farmers, covering ‘Hill farms’, ‘Small commercial farms’, and ‘Lifestyle farms’.
These are practical on-farm
short days with experts discussing essential agricultural topics such as soil health, erosion,
stock selection, water management, business models, home
food production, combined with
farm tours.
Phil Piper, president of Mardan and Mirboo North landcare
group said, “As people move
into our area, and perhaps on to
a rural property for the first time,
it can be challenging to learn the
basics of farming. Even experienced farmers may need to learn
new techniques for managing

our erosion-prone hills.”
“Our aim is to help our local
farms become more productive
and sustainable.” he continued.
Each workshop is focused
on topics relevant to the unique
farm type and has keynote
speakers who are well-known
specialist in their field.
The courses details are:
Hill farms 5 March, keynote
speaker - Major-General Michael Jeffery ( National Advocate
for Soil [Health], former Governor General [of Australia] and
Chairman of Soils For Life will
talk about soil improvement,
water management, erosion
control and farm safety
Small commercial farms
19 March, keynote speaker Graeme Sait (International soil
nutrition expert, founder/CEO

BUSINESS & HOME SYSTEMS

Check out prices on PCs and a full
range of notebooks and Business Servers
Copier, Electronic Equipment Repairs & Service

Nutri-Tech Solutions will be focusing on business planning for
profit, farm-gate sales and soil
nutrition
Lifestyle farms 30 April, keynote speaker - Tino Carnevale
(from ABC’s Gardening Australia)will deliberate on smallscale livestock, fruit and vegetable raising and eco-houses.
The courses will be held
on farms in the Mardan and
Mirboo area of beautiful South
Gippsland. The workshops are
open to all land care members,
farmersUorp-wanna-be
grade ttofarmers.
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elatedly I regret the
passing of my dearly
loved husband Noel
Francis
Sampson on 30 September
2016 aged 89 years.
Noel was born in Caulfield South on 19 December
1926 to Frederick and Martha
Sampson. Noel was an only
child.
He went to South Caulfield
Primary School then onto
Caulfield Technical where he
studied Motor Mechanics. At
18 years of age he joined the
RAAF where he was involved in
Signal sat Point Cook, Adelaide
and in Melbourne and was discharged from duty in1946.
Noel met Dellas Odette
Turner while in Melbourne
and when Dette returned to the
family farm in Trafalgar Noel
followed shortly after, bought
a dozer and started clearing
properties for farmers in the
area.
He lived in extremely harsh
conditions on some of these
properties, decided to give
dozing away and worked at Allison’s Garage in Moe for some
time.
He married Dette in 1948
and they were fortunate to have
had three healthy children,
Dellas, Lynda and Bill.
Noel joined the SEC in Yallourn where he worked in
Transport workshop until he
retired in 1978.
He and Dette purchased
an old property in Contingent
Street in Trafalgar, lived in it
for some time while Noel built
a new house using just hand
tools until completion. He
would come home from work
at the SEC and start work on
the house...Weekends were
also taken up with this project.
The old house was removed
so that Noel could then start on
the other half of his new house.
Noel loved the bush where

Dentures made to last
FREE

5634 2388

Information and registration:
www.sustainablefarmdays.org.au
Denture repairs while you wait

Mr

Mrs Dentures

81 Princes Highway Yarragon
Professional consulting room available

Telephone 03 5634 2388

Call and see Glenn, Kevin & Bryce at

• General denture
treatments
• Cosmetic denture
treatments
• Dental implants
• Denture Repairs
and Relines
• Mouthguards
• Home visits

1 Contingent Street Trafalgar 3824
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W F McArdle
B A R R IS TE R & S OLICITO R
For all your legal needs:
 Criminal
 Conveyancing
 Commercial
 Family Law
 Wills and Probate

73 Princes Highway
Trafalgar 3824
Phone 5633 3478

Legal aid clients welcome

www.waynemcardle .com

he spent many hours panning
and dredging for gold. He bred
German Shorthaired Pointers
and won awards with his dogs
at Field Trials.
He had many trips away fishing, shooting, duck shooting,
collecting Swan eggs in August
each year for Dette’s sponges.
Noel and Dette did a six
months tour around Australia in
1975 which he talked about for
many years. Sadly Dette passed
away in 1978.
Noel left Trafalgar in December 1978 and headed for the
Gold Coast to friends John and
Joan Blake. John worked for
Gold Coast city council was able
to secure a gardening job for
Noel which he loved, being outdoors with a tractor cutting the
grass in parks all along the Gold
Coast. Later he worked in the
gardens at the council depot.
He was hit by a car at the depot, broke his pelvis and spent
a month laid up in bed. He had
lots of pain with his hips after
that incident,
Noel and I married in 1982
and toured parts of England
in June of that year. He always

wanted to go back again but unfortunately it wasn’t to be.
We had trips to Norfolk Island, one with the Blakes, which
is one place everyone should
see. Trips to Hamilton Island
too with my dad which were
amazing.
We had lots of trips away in
our little Jayco Finch Camper
over the years and only sold it
when we were unable to house
it in the second of three properties we purchased up there.
Noel returned to Trafalgar
in 1997 to be closer to his children (He had retired in 1991).
I came back at the end
of 1998 (I still had a job but
missed Noel too much), moved
into Cross Street in Trafalgar
and there we stayed.
We planted a native garden
(Noel loved native plants) did
small jobs on the house. Generally enjoyed life here together
until his health started to take
a turn for the worse. We were
lucky enough to have 34 years
of marriage together (38 years
together in total)
I have been blessed.

DID

YOU KNOW?

Services

Edcomp Computer Services

Ph: 5633 1344

MrMrsDenture
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Friendly Caring Service
Now at

Caters for all dietary options
Gluten Free, Lactose Free
Vegan, Vegetarian & More
“THE HEALTHY EATING ALTERNATIVE”
Enter our beautiful garden
Including “EDIBLE GARDEN”
FOZIGOBBLE CAFE STORE YARRAGON

Open 7 days a week
from 6am to 5pm

87 Princes Hwy Yarragon

5634 2853

www.mrandmrsdentures.com.au

Working with BBSN

www.fozigobble.com
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New hospital promise

AUSTRALIA DAY REPORT

A

David Wombat Lyons

Photos: Hayden Hopkinson

T

he Trafalgar Australia day
breakfast was a fantastic
success with 192 members
of the community joining into
celebrations from pusher age to
some of our oldest residents.
The success of the event
was the result of five community
groups coming together with Trafalgar Community Development
Association (TCDA) taking ceremony management, Lions Club
of Trafalgar taking breakfast catering management, Trafalgar
Public Hall supporting with venue and equipment, 1st Trafalgar
Scout Group assisting with flag
break and Trafalgar High School

Glenys & Michael Brennan
supporting with entertainment
and administration such as postage and photocopying. The event
receives funding from Baw Baw
Shire for the catering costs.
The day included cubs and
scouts preforming a flag break
service, Traf News editor and
community volunteer Arfa Khan
as guest speaker presenting on
her views of inclusion in Trafalgar and the importance of volunteers in our town.
We had Cr Wallace speak on
behalf of Baw Baw Shire and the
TCDA presented the citizen of the
year awards covered in the February Traf News.

TCDA continues
Chandelle Brien Boothey

T

he Trafalgar community
and Development Authority (TCDA) annual general
meeting was a success, with a
committee appointed to represent Trafalgar. It was wonderful
to see some old and new faces.
Appointments were as follows:
Chandelle Brien Boothey President and Rod Boon to continue
on as Treasurer. There are still
positions vacant that we are hoping to fill at the next meeting.
The
Holden
Museum
generously donated their time
and space for the meeting, which

was much appreciated by all.
The Committee would like to
thank the outgoing committee,
especially David ‘Wombat’ Lyons
who has made a wonderful contribution to the TCDA and to the
town of Trafalgar during the time
he has served on the Committee.
Of course everyone is welcome at the next TCDA meeting
on Thursday, 9 March at the Trafalgar Community Centre, front
rooms, Princess Hwy Trafalgar.
Thank you to the community
for their ongoing support.

A return to the event after
four or five years was live music
at the breakfast , with a band of
students and staff from Trafalgar
High School, thank you Grady
Ruiter, Grace Wilson, Jess McGrath, Seb Salmela, music staff
Daniel Board and Ben Smith for
sharing your talents.
Over the last six years, the
Trafalgar Australia day event has
developed and grown, we have
moved to locally based guest
speakers, involving young people,
and including more community
groups into the event. We look
forward to the 2018 event and
what it will offer the community.

William Hornstra

CROSS WORD
New Year Traditions

Billie Pilch

ACROSS
2. What happens in Melbourne after the countdown to
midnight?
5. Celebrating New Year on January 1st is in accordance
with what calendar?
7. In 2017 what month is new year celebrated by followers
of Islam?
9. Rosh Hashanah is the beginning of the New Year for
which religion?
DOWN
1. Which calendar determines the date of the
Chinese New Year?
2. In Tibetan Buddhism New Year is celebrated in (month)?
3. What New Year’s gift did ancient Persians give?
4. What roman God is the month January named after?
6. What colour do the Chinese paint their front doors
on New Year?
8. In the Middle-Ages, when people used the Julian
calendar, in what month did the New Year start?

» SOLUTION PAGE 18

Step on board the
Northern Mobile Library
If you haven’t visited the mobile library in a while, pop
in and check out what’s new. Along with an array of
books, DVDs, CDs, magazines and newspapers, you can also access
free Wi-Fi, public PCs and make use of our printer and photocopier.
TIMETABLE DETAILS
Trafalgar
Carpark at rear of Post Office
Every Tuesday, 9.30am - 12.30pm
Every Friday, 11am - 6pm

Yarragon
Campbell St (in Public Hall
Carpark)
Every Monday, 2.30 pm - 5.30 pm

Thorpdale
Outside Hall, Johnstone Street
Every other Tuesday
2pm - 4.15pm
March dates: 7, 21

Yarragon Primary School
65 Loch St
Every other Monday,
9.45am - 12.15pm
March dates: 6, 20

Willow Grove
Main Road (outside Primary
School)
Every other Thursday
9.30am - 1pm
March dates: 9, 23

The Northern Mobile Library also
visits Erica, Longwarry, Nyora and
Rawson. For a full timetable visit
wgrlc.vic.gov.au

Follow us on

new West Gippsland Hospital estimated to cost
more than $300 million
will be built if a Coalition state
government is elected.
Opposition leader Matthew
Guy was in Warragul on Friday
to announce the Coalition’s
commitment to a new hospital
on a greenfield site at Drouin
East.
He said the debate between
a rebuild on the existing site
versus a new hospital had gone
on for long enough and the local community deserved a firm
commitment.
If elected, Mr Guy said he
was confident a Coalition government could afford the massive investment, estimated to
cost between $280 million and
$350 million.
Mr Guy said the Coalition’s
commitment was about giving
the community security to know
a new hospital would be built.
He said they believed the
greenfield site at Drouin East
was the best location for new
facilities and easily accessible to
Drouin and Warragul.
Mr Guy said final costs would
not be known until design and
building plans were completed
but the important first step was
deciding on a new hospital as
opposed to a rebuild.
“The government is playing
games with people’s health in
West Gippsland and if the government won’t get on with it
(new hospital), then we will,”
he said.
West Gippsland Healthcare
Group (WGHG) board chairman Jane Leslie welcomed the
commitment, and now hopes it
gets bi-partisan support once
the government’s current feasibility study is completed next
month.
The board purchased 26
hectares of land on the northeast corner of Lardners Track
and Princes Way in 2007.
Ms Leslie said masterplan
work undertaken by the board
demonstrated support for a new
hospital on the greenfield site
rather than redevelopment of
the current Landsborough Road
site.
She said staff were working
in onerous conditions in an ageing building and the need for
new facilities had never been
more critical.
Mr Guy said Member for
Narracan Gary Blackwood lob-

Inspiring Gippsland women
to be bold for change
Leah Mether

A
Welcoming news that an elected Coalition state government
would replace the outdated West Gippsland Hospital with a
new facility on a greenfield site are (from left) Committee
for Gippsland ceo Mary Aldred, WGHG ceo Dan Weeks, shadow
health minister Mary Wooldridge, Member for Narracan Gary
Blackwood, opposition leader Matthew Guy and WGHG board
chair Jane Leslie. Photo: Warragul Gazette
bied very hard for a new hospital and they had been “sold” on
his advocacy.
Mr Blackwood said the Coalition was committed to building a new hospital that would
deliver the best healthcare for
the local community and had
the capacity to expand.
“People deserve to know
how and where it will be delivered. They can’t be stalled any
longer.
“This facility (the existing
hospital) has served the community for 60 years but the facility and staff are under enormous
pressure,” he said.
Mr Blackwood said the federal government indicated it
would look at bringing forward
major infrastructure projects
in West Gippsland in the wake
of Hazelwood Power Station’s
closure.
“That could be one of the
funding splits,” Mr Guy said.
Shadow health minister Mary
Wooldridge said a new hospital
would take a couple of years of
planning so it was important to
make an early commitment.
“The volume of patients
presenting at the emergency department and filling the wards
showed we need to get on with
it,” she said.
Ms Wooldridge said it was
important to get on with the
work so a new hospital could
be built to meet the needs of a
growing community.
Committee for Gippsland
chief executive officer Mary
Aldred welcomed the commitment, describing it as a “game
changer” for the region.
Ms Aldred said it was pleasing the Opposition had made
a commitment to putting the
money into this project.

“This is absolutely fantastic
news. This has been a priority for Committee for Gippsland
since day one,” she said.
Source: Warragul gazette

full-day conference to
inspire and empower
Gippsland women to be
bold for change will help celebrate International Women’s
Day in the region.
The event will encourage local women to step up in their
own lives and help forge a more
gender inclusive world.
The day will feature workshops, presentations and networking opportunities, and be
topped off with a special performance by Lucy Holmes from 100
percent Kylie Show.
Keynote speaker is Oxfam
Australia CEO Dr Helen Szoke,
who is a strong advocate for foreign aid and international development, human rights, gender,
and race equality

“Holden Story”
Open 10 - 5pm Weekends & Public Holidays

Like us on Facebook - Trafalgar Holden Museum

Ph: 5633 2462

74 Waterloo Road Trafalgar

ity, and environmental passion
throughout the day in short and
powerful presentations.
According to event organiser
and Women in Gippsland cofounder, Kerry Irwin, the event
aims to celebrate and connect
women from across the region,
while also equipping them with
skills and inspiration to make
changes in their lives, their communities, and the world.
The Gippsland International Women’s Day ‘Be bold
for change conference’ is being
held from 10am-5pm on Friday
3 March at the Warragul Railway
Station tearooms.
For further information
about the event, visit the Women
in Gippsland Facebook page

Erbs celebrate 60 years

Wendy Davis
diamond is classified as
gem .After 60 years of marriage Allan might well consider Isabelle to be his gem.
This lovely couple just go
about life quietly and independently, living in Trafalgar, as they
have for 60 years.
Married in Mirboo North in
1957, they met at the Thorpdale
Hotel, where Isabelle worked as
a cook and Allan would pop in
for a meal after football.
They share many memories,
raising two daughters, Wendy

A

and Leanne. They have three
grandchildren and three great
grandchildren and another on
the way. They take great delight
in their families many ambitions
and adventures.
It was a quiet celebration on
the 16 February this year, but one
not to be forgotten.
A letter from the Governor
Generals’ office congratulating
the couple was an unexpected
highlight of their special anniversary.

60 years for Erbs togetherness

SEEKING
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Isabelle and Allen on their wedding day
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Contact us for all your

Tyre and Battery Needs
Road side & farm service
 Free rotation every 5,000 kilometres
 Free pick-up and drop off of your car
 Free safety check

Telling the complete

Finance expert Emma McDonald from Commbank will
discuss the unique challenges
women face in achieving financial security, while Kathryn
Bordonaro, managing director
of AllBiz Financial Brokers and
2014 Australian Small Business
Champion, will speak about her
journey as a female business entrepreneur and lessons she has
learned the hard way.
A workshop by Leah Mether
from Methmac Communications
will focus on how to control the
internal voice of self-doubt.
Local women from a range
of backgrounds and professions
will also share their stories of
budding business brilliance,
determination, community commitment, social justice, creativ-

Peter &
Nathan Dart
110 Contour Road
Trafalgar 3824
Phone: 5633 1097
Peter: 0488 134 313
Nathan: 0423 330 369

BF GOODRICH
MICHELIN
TOYO TYRES

For Performance, Quality & Value

Do you want to contribute
to Trafalgar’s paper by being part of its
committee of management?
Traf News needs two people to fill its
complement of committee members.
As a committee member, you will be
part of a group that plans the future
of our paper.
The role is involved with the
administration of Traf News Incorporated,
the body that our paper belongs to.
As a committee member, you are not
involved in the actual publication of our
paper. That responsibility sits with
our editor with support from
the editorial committee.
If you need further information,
please contact Mick Bourke:
0409 512 672
To lodge your expression of interest,
email: president@trafnews.com
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Riverside tennis
championships
Nicholas Duck

T

Junior tennis in full swing

• Open 7 days a week, 365 days a year
• Security cameras on property

Margaret Darvill

J

unior tennis has resumed
after the summer holiday
break and Trafalgar Tennis’s four teams are all back in
the swing of play.
As the youngest competitors
of the competition, the section
nine team of Rusty, Bonnie,
Jayme, Sarah, Thomas and Emily are just learning how to play
the game. Their enthusiasm
and skills have grown over the

season, and some are already
looking to how they can continue to play the game over the
winter months.
Flinders, Alyssa, Harry, Eva
and Noah are continuing to
develop their skills in section
seven. They currently sit at the
head of the table and are looking forward to fast approaching finals rounds.
Noah and Eva, who honed

their game by playing through
the previous winter season,
also competed in the Baw Baw
Tennis
Association’s(BBTA)
section 7/9 mixed doubles
competition in November,
where they were runners up.
Section two players Amy
and Miranda Chaplain partnered up in that same competition, going on to become
girl’s section two champions.

2 Sale Yard Road, Trafalgar
Call Trafalgar Real Estate

In the regular season, with
team mates Leigh and Ella
they are sitting mid table and,
with two rounds left to play,
should be playing preliminary
finals on March 4.
Playing in the Latrobe
Valley’s Section seven competitions, Sophie, Nicola and Jas
are also positioned mid table,
just one point away from playing in the finals rounds.

Trafalgar
Dental

T

Care

OFFER RolloveR

Frank Gridley
needed to fill some teams, so
if any players are interested
contact our ‘Facebook’ page
‘Trafalgar and District Amateur
Basketball Association’ ASAP.
Our association is interested
in any former players who can
help with umpiring games. New
umpires can be schooled to
learn also. Umpires are paid a
minimum of $10 per game. If

Managing Agent:

Ph: 5633 2858

Basketball season resumes
rafalgar and District Amateur Basketball Association will resume matches
after a 12 month recess after repairs to Trafalgar E.C.A stadium.
Season 2017 will have games
on Thursday’s only as six or possibly eight women’s teams have
reformed, beginning on Thursday, 23 February.
There will be new players

the ladies’ singles and later the
ladies’ doubles events with Allison Potter, also from Poowong.
Local Trafalgar players Lachlan Davey and Winsome Sheehy
teamed up to win the mixed
doubles event.
Fifty matches were played
throughout the day, with all
players enjoying their day at Trafalgar. Special thanks to Keith
Sewell for his continued dedication to the organisation and
running of the tournament.

Trafalgar
Self Storage

BBTA Section 7/9 mixed runner’s up Eva and Noah.

Eligible kids may be entitled
to a $700 benefit to be used
on selected dental services

you are interested please contact our Facebook page or ring
5633 1803. The season will be
played every Thursday until the
new Basketball Stadium is to be
built at the Trafalgar Secondary
school, possibly around September 2017. The cost of playing has
not changed. $115 per team, $39
V.C.B.C registration per year and
only $2 per game.

Enquire today on 03-5633 1185 to make
a booking or book online at
www.trafalgardentalcare.com.au
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NOW SELLING
from

$164,100*
Starting at just $164,100 affordable, quality
living in a safe and connected community is at
your doorstep.
We’ve thought of everything you need for a
relaxing and active retirement, so you can
focus on enjoying yourself.
Featuring 2 or 3-bedroom luxury homes, plus
exclusive use of facilities including: gym,
indoor swimming pool, landscaped grounds,
vegetable garden & orchard, caravan & boat
storage and a 24hr emergency call system.
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* Leasehold Option
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Love to find out more?
Call 1800 ENCORE (1800 362 673) and experience
the possibilities of Encore Living Trafalgar.

Encore Living Trafalgar

century gothic
Text to Curves

Working text

Paynesville

Connolly makes senior
Heading towards
half-ton at 13 Years of Age junior cricket finals
Liam Durkin

he annual Riverside Tennis Association Championships were recently
played at the Trafalgar tennis
courts on Saturday, 28 January
in fine and sunny conditions.
Drouin’s Mick Shannon
found success in the men’s
events, winning the men’s singles event before teaming up
with fellow Drouin player Joel
Wyatt to win the men’s doubles.
Jenny Cecil from Poowong
found similar success, winning

BBTA section two girl’s champions Amy and Miranda
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he last month of cricket
hasn’t gone entirely to
plan at Trafalgar, with the
Ships succumbing to the pressures of two day cricket and
slumping to two consecutive
outright defeats. Nonetheless,
there have been a number of
strong individual performances, including five wicket hauls,
representative selections and
First Grade debuts.
In the first two day match
after Christmas, the Ships faced
up to Morwell at home, in what
turned out to be an embarrassing and comprehensive outright loss.
Trafalgar batted first and
were dismissed for just 128,
with only Liam White able to
make an impression on the
scorecard with 38. Morwell
then went hell for leather,
knocking up a quick fire 187
for six declared before sending
Traf back in.
The Ships second innings
was even more diabolical than
the first, with undisciplined
stroke play seeing Traf dismissed for a paltry 63, meaning Morwell only needed to
score six runs in their second innings to take maximum
points. The only positive out of
the match was David Bremner,
who bowled well to finish with
three for 59.
The next game against
Mirboo North was another let
down, with the side again hurt
by its inability to do the basic
principles of two day batting.
Traf were sent out to field at
Mirboo North turf, and put in a
spirited fight as the Tigers went
about scoring their runs with
minimal fuss.
The game was even for
the most part, with the Ships
able to chime in with wickets
at regular intervals after Mirboo North formed a few partnerships. The wickets were
shared between David Bremner (3/41), George Smith (
2/26), Jayke Atkin (2/49) and
Liam Durkin (2/ 56). Mirboo
North were bowled out for 260
on what was a 250 par pitch,
the Ships were then forced to
bat 14 overs before stumps on
day one, which they negotiated
with 35 runs for the loss of two
wickets.
However, when Trafalgar returned the next week they were
left to wither in the hopelessness of another poor batting
display, as eighteen wickets
fell and another outright loss
ensured.
John Asmussen top scored
in the first innings with 36,
whilst Rhain Ross made 26 as
the Ships were all out for 95.
Mirboo North then enforced
the follow on with Trafalgar
doing marginally better in their

Melanie White

B

second dig – scoring 156.
Rhain Ross was the shining
light with his first A Grade half
century as he made 63, receiving some support from Brodie
Burgess and John Asmussen
who both made 26.

B Grade
The Seconds have been stiff
in the last few weeks to not
add to their tally of wins, but
have put up competitive scores
nonetheless and continue to
give young player’s exposure to
senior cricket as they develop
further.
In their round 13 game, the
Seconds faced a strong Morwell team. Traf elected to bat
after winning the toss, with
Billy Pace and John Asmussen putting on 51 for the first
wicket. Asmussen departed
after scoring a nice 46, to see
the Ships into a decent position
early.
George Smith responded
positively to his promotion up
the order, making 28, along
with Cohan Lee who made 21
in his first game back in two
years.
The Ships made 137 but
ultimately Morwell just had a
bit too much quality with the
bat as they declared at three
for 211. Wicket takers for Traf
were George Smith, Juzzi Morrow and James Walker.
In the next game against
Mirboo North, the Ships put
up a competitive score with the
bat but were eventually short
on bowlers. Traf won the toss
and elected to bat making 152.
Rhain Ross made 65 at the top,
as he and Aydan Connolly put
on 86 for the second wicket.
The Ships batted their allotted overs with a few players
chipping in with double figure
scores. In reply Mirboo Nth
passed the total before sportingly pulling stumps, much to
the appreciation of all in the
red and white.
Cooper Burgess took a nice
catch and Jack Hurst got two
wickets to continue his knack
of picking up poles. Cohan Lee
and Riley White bowled pretty
economically on what was a
game played in good spirits.
The match against Willow
Grove the following week ended up being a bizarre encounter, with the final margin of
five runs made all the more astounding by the fact that there
were only 170 runs scores in
the day.
The Ships bowled first with
Zack Brown taking five for 17
– his second five wickets haul
in senior cricket, along with
Aydan Connolly who nabbed
two for 25. The Ships bowled
Willow Grove out for 87, and
would have been quietly confi-

Ayden Connolly
dent of claiming a win. However, a spectacularly unbelievable
display of batting saw Trafalgar
all out for 83, sending them
into thinking what could have
been.
Mitchell Smart played his
first game for the season, and
rounded up a few mates to help
out. Many thanks to Connor
Noonan and Hayden Farrell for
answering the call.
Liam White was given the
captaincy in the next game
against Thorpdale, in what was
a game that kept everyone on
edge.
After winning the toss and
electing to bat Traf went after
the opposition bowling but in
doing so found themselves losing clusters of wickets. James
Blaser made 41 in six overs to
get the side off to a good start.
Jasin Hopkins then made 47 at
first drop, whilst Aydan Connolly continued to shine at
senior level, with the thirteen
year old making 39. Cougar
Millsom combined with Connolly toward the end to put on
a great partnership, as he remained not out on 24.
Traf posted 184 which many
thought would have been a
more than competitive score,
however Thorpdale batted
well in fairness and very nearly
pinched it, as they were bowled
out for 175.
With ten overs to go the visitors only needed 50 to win, yet
some tidy bowling from James

active living in retirement.

Blaser and Jasin Hopkins, who
took six wickets between them,
ensured victory. Jack Hurst
bowled without luck and tested
a few out with some chin music.
Nicole Faltum was very clinical behind the pegs, not letting through a single bye, and
Cooper Burgess took a terrific
catch at first slip to swing the
game back into Traf’s favour.
Brett Cameron held his nerve
late in the day to take a clutch
catch at square leg which was
virtually where the game was
won.
Victory was pinched from
the Ships in the next game
against Moe, with Traf closing
at six for 183. The story of the
day was Aydan Connolly, who
batted superbly and showed
maturity far beyond his years,
scoring a fine 56 against a well
polished bowling attack.
James Heslop also contributed runs, making 32 against
the new ball, along with
Christian
Burgess
who
whacked a quick fire 31 late
in the game. Brett Cameron
also batted well, as he scored
25. Unfortunately, Moe were
too strong on the day, as they
smacked their way past 200.
The highlight of the Ships
day in the field was Bill Pace,
who took a magnificent one
handed catch at first slip,
when the ball looked for all
money like it was racing to the
boundary.

oth under 16s and under 14s cricket teams
are poised to make an
appearance in the finals as they
both remain undefeated and
on top of the ladder with one
round to play before the finals
campaign commences.
The under 16s re-commenced their season with two
very strong wins against Willow
Grove and Moe. Willow Grove
batted first on the first Sunday
match where Trafalgar bowled
first with great rewards, getting
Willow Grove all out for 54.
Liam White was the pick of
the bowlers taking a five-wicket
haul for the match. The other
wicket takers were Leo Connolly with two and one each to
Connor Dastey, Aydan Connolly
and Riley White.
In the field, there was a catch
each to Nicole Faltum, Cougar
Millsom, Leo and Liam. In reply, Trafalgar lost eight wickets
for 209 runs with Blair Clymo
and Liam both retiring not out
on 51. Both Nicole and Aydan
had notable knocks with the bat
making 34 and 28 respectively.
Round six, saw the game revert back to the Friday evening.
With a few players missing over
the two weeks, under 12s player Blake White joined his two
older brothers, Liam and Riley,
by filling in for the team.
Trafalgar won the toss and
batted on the first night, making
an impressive 261 runs for the
loss of only four wickets. Blair
again made 51 retired not out
and he was joined by Luke Cameron, Liam and Cougar who all
scored 50 runs retired not out.
Aydan also had a great innings towards the end of the 45
overs making 26 not out. Connor would be the bowler of the
game with figures two wickets
for two runs off 2.3 overs.
Cody Gillies also took two
wickets for the match. Single
wicket takers were Aydan,
Cooper Burgess, Cougar, Blair,
Liam and Riley. In the field, two
catches were taken by Blair,
Cooper and Riley.
Like the under 16s team, the
under 14s team had a very solid
win for their first game after the
summer break. They met Willow Grove in a grand final replay from last season where Trafalgar won by 76 runs, making
eight for 158 to Willow Grove
all out for 82 runs.
With the bat, Aydan Connolly
continues his great form by retiring on 33 runs, and was also
well supported by fellow team
members Riley White 16 not
out, Dylan Gauci 13, Austin Williamson 11 and Harry Pace 10.
With the ball, Campbell
Young, Denis Dyke and Riley
all took two wickets each with
single wickets taken by Dylan,

Billy Claridge and Ruben Rouillon. Billy Claridge also got
a run out which highlighted
the great efforts in the field
by the team. The old saying in
cricket, ‘catches win matches’
was proven, as seven of the
ten wickets were caught. Dylan
took two catches with Riley Elkington, Trent Burgess, Ruben,
Aydan and Austin all getting one
catch each.
Under 12s had only one
game back so far with Trafalgar
White playing at Racecourse
Oval against Moe Yellow. Moe
Yellow were just too strong in
the end and defeated the White
team in what was a very close
match. Moe Yellow made 1/73
to Traf White 1/64.
The single wicket was
through a run out completed by
Chloe Elkington. Batting wise,
making runs were Mitch Claridge 13, Callum Nash eight and
both Blake White and Chloe Elkington making four each.
Trafalgar Red headed to
Maryvale Reserve to face
Latrobe Sharks and came home
with a win. Traf Red made
three for 125 to Latrobe’s three
for 87. The best performers
with the bat were Oliver Hennessy, who made 21, fill in player Billy Claridge made 20, Louis
Hennessy made 13 and James
Pace made six. Wicket takers
were Emmy Vosper, Oliver H
and Louis.
The improvements made
in the cricketers in the under
12s team with their bowling
becoming more accurate, their
fielding becoming sharper and
their batting techniques becoming stronger and more correct
should see many of the younger
players having bright, promising and fun filled cricketing
days in the remainder of this
season plus years to come.
They all should be extremely
proud of the team work and
great sportsmanship displayed.
Everyone involved and
supporting junior cricket are
looking forward to the remaining few weeks of cricket as we
head to the conclusion of the
season, where we will celebrate
the achievement by all cricketers and their teams. Trafalgar
Cricket Club would again like
to recognise those who financially support junior cricket in
the Trafalgar and surrounding
districts: Norm Oliver Butchers Mid Valley, Lion’s Club of
Trafalgar and Belle Banne Belt
Conveyor Services. Lucky Shirt
sponsors CM and MF White
Builders, S&S Equipment
Hire and Matthews Concrete
Constructions.
Awardsponsors Fishbits, Gracies Bakery,
McDonalds Moe, BK’s Takeaway, Criterion Hotel and
Hungry Jacks.
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Local junior cricketers
Trafalgar High School
secures grant for gym shed representing Gippsland
David Wombat Lyons

Melanie White

From Left to right Peter Starkey - Bendigo Bank Trafalgar Board, Sarah Francis - Student, Steph
Paul- Student, Jeff Connolly PE staff Trafalgar High School, Kirsty Peterson - youth foundation
facilitator, Chandelle Brien TCDA president with son Archer.
he students of Trafalgar
High School were visited
by guests at schools swimming sports from the Bendigo
Bank Trafalgar and District Financial services board, Youth
Foundations Trafalgar and Trafalgar Community Development Association (TCDA) who presented
a cheque for $15,000 as a result
― OPENING MARCH 10TH 2017 ―
of a 2016 grant application.
The perfect place for drinks with friends
School STEM (Science Technolalfresco lunch, family dinner or function
ogy Engineering Maths) captain
Student Justin Anderson and
• Relaxing family friendly atmosphere
School captain Bayley Marslen
led the project team that in• Affordable deliciously tempting meals
cluded representatives of Youth
Foundations, school staff and
• Fast friendly service
Trafalgar Community Development Association. A plan for a
full upgrade of the equipment in
the gym shed used by students
at lunchtimes and during PASE
(Physical and Sport Education)
classes was developed and this
grant will allow us to make the
purchases required in 2017.

ocal under 16s Trafalgar
cricketers Blair Clymo and
Liam White represented
Gippsland Pride in a week long
Under 16s Dowling Shield Victorian championship held at
Premier cricket grounds all over
Melbourne and suburbs from the
16 January through the Victoria
Pathway Program.
The team Gippsland Pride is
made up of 13 Gippsland Cricketers from the following Associations:- Warragul and District;
Leongatha and District; Alberton
and District; Central Gippsland,
Traralgon, Sale-Maffra and
Bairnsdale and District.
There are 16 teams representing areas all across Victoria.

Principal Jane Mersey said
the grant “Would allow for extracurricular fitness programs to be
developed and offered to the students and thanked the Bendigo
Bank Trafalgar for its support as
well as the TCDA who partnered
with students to apply for this
funding”.

First game was held at Casey
Fields Cranbourne, where Blair
has been playing Premier District cricket for Casey-South Melbourne CC on the weekends. This
home ground advantaged obviously suited Blair as he topped
scored for the team making 40
runs with Pride all out 185. They

T

Enjoy exceptional dining in our beautiful bluestone haven
or outdoors under the willows and the stars...

MEALS SERVED 7 DAYS A WEEK
14 Moe-Willow Grove Road, Willow Grove
Email: willowduckinn@gmail.com. Web: www.willowgroveduckinn.com.au
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Left Blair Clymo and Liam White playing at Camberwell Sports Ground

L

were defeated by eight runs to
Metropolitan South East.
Day two saw extremely high
temperatures and the days play
starting early. The boys headed to
the Bill Lawry Oval at Northcote
to face North East Country. Batting first, Pride made 190 with
Liam making a respectable 35.
North East Country passed their
score in the 47.4 over claiming
victory where the heat policy
stipulates that once a result is
achieved, the game concludes.
Round three was played at
Central Reserve Glen Waverly
were again they lost to the small
margin of five runs. Both teams
were all out with Pride making 144 and Metropolitan Inner
South East making 149 with Blair
taking one of the wickets with a
run out.
Meeting Metropolitan Inner
East on Day four at Camberwell
Sports Ground, Pride finally had
a win with Inner East making

157 to which Pride replied with
5/179. Liam made a well earned
half century making 52 runs for
the match with Blair taking another run out for the match.
Day five was unfortunately
washed out. For the week, both
boys were designated batters for
the team with Liam making 103
runs while Blair made 53 runs
in total. The boys enjoyed a trip
to the BBL Big Bash, swimming
at Melbourne and Aquatic Centre
plus a meal out with their families on Lygon Street. They spent
the week in Melbourne staying at
the Queen’s College facilities at
Melbourne Uni.
Blair continues his cricket
pathway journey with his selection into the under 15s Vic
Country cricket team. He will be
representing country Victoria in
National Championships from 26
March to be held in Brisbane.

Shop 2, 87 Princes Highway, Trafalgar
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